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INTRODUCTION: BEFORE YOU READ ON

My wife always told me to write a book about building since it’s what I really
understand and enjoy. Well, after hearing that for over 20 years, I finally sat
down at the computer and let it flow. I must be a bit slow, so it’s lucky that I
have a wonderful and talented wife to keep me on track!
If you will bear with me, I will share a bit of my background. I started
working in residential concrete construction with my brother Glen in our free
time between studies at the University of Kentucky. After graduating from
UK, instead of going on to law school or getting my master’s or doctorate in
psychology, my major ... I decided to continue my building career.
Over the last 40 years, I have launched and developed successful
construction companies. I currently own and operate UBuildIt Lexington as
well as Construction Management Associates.
The lure of building has been in my and my families blood. I grew up
with a father who was an electrical engineer and owned a manufacturing
company, a cousin who was an architect in a large firm in Chicago and
another cousin was a general contractor in Minnesota. Family reunions often
centered around building stories from our diverse design and construction
backgrounds. I guess if you come from a family of doctors you end up talking
about medical stuff. We traded stories about building!
By writing this book, I hope that my 40 year history in the building industry
can help you have a fantastic building experience. Building your dream home
is the single largest and most important investment you may have in your
lifetime. The typical building experience can be a challenge, but with the
right builder it can be a fun and rewarding process. I want your experience
to be the latter and not the former!
Sometimes experience is the best teacher. In building your home it is not!
You don’t want to make all the mistakes and find things out by trial and error
before you get your home designed and built. I have a much easier solution:
Read this book and save yourself lots of money and heartache.
The relationships that I have with my past and present clients are long lasting
friendships. It is rewarding to see our clients generating sweat equity and
actively taking part in the building process whether physically or in helping to
manage the building process.
It is fun and exciting to see the framing of the home rise toward the sky.
We share in our clients’ excitement when the homeowner or family are all
photographed on the bulldozer on ground breaking day! Looking back on
my building experiences, I can clearly see and understand some of the key
lessons that I learned. These lessons are detailed in the following pages.

PART ONE:
PLANNING

& DESIGN

1 Ten things to consider before you build!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Do I want to build or remodel?
How long do I plan on living in my new home?
What is my budget? How much can I afford to spend?
Have I met with a bank or mortgage lender and been
prequalified for financing?
Am I going to buy an existing plan or go with a custom design?
Have I selected a builder or construction consultant?
Have I found a piece of property on which to build?
What size house do I want (need)?
What are my needs vs. my wants for my new home?
What style or design of house do I want?

Words of Wisdom!

Carefully weigh all of your options BEFORE you start
the building process. Use professional builder and realtor
resources to help you make the right decisions.

2 Investing in your future ... or short-term lodging?
When you sit down with a financial planner one of the first
questions they will ask is “what is your investment horizon” as
they trying to determine your goals…short term, long term or
somewhere in between. Your builder should ask you the same
things related to your home design. How long do you plan on living
in your new home?
They need to recommend different specifications depending on how
long you plan on living in your home. That is crazy you say? No it
actually isn’t.
Let me respond by asking a question. If you put $15,000 in granite
countertops in your new home will it appraise for $15,000 more?
If you put $40,000 into a geothermal heating system your home
is worth $40,000 more, right? Unfortunately, the answer is a
resounding NO!
Like it or not a home’s value is determined by an appraisal that
is generated in the most part by substantiating value through
comparable sales or comparable properties on the market. Again,
unfortunately those sale numbers do not necessarily correspond
directly to your build cost.
Certain features incorporated into your new construction will have
a direct correlation to value at the sale, some items will give you
part of their value and some will not increase the value one bit.
I don’t want to over simplify this subject, as the total cost of the
home is influenced by many factors. The neighborhood it is being
built, the price range, the style of home and the amenities can all
affect appraisal value.

Words of Wisdom!

Thinking through your goals and future plans BEFORE you
build will save a lot of money for you in the long run and
prevent you from over or under building.

3 What is the first step?
Designing and building a custom home is an exciting and
rewarding adventure but it can also be a challenging endeavor.
The construction of a new home is like putting together a 5,000
piece jigsaw puzzle. It takes time, focus and patience. The
challenges of building can be easily overcome if you stay calm and
communicate properly with all involved. It is especially important
to have an experienced builder with the detailed systems and
personnel in place to safely guide you in assembling the myriad
puzzle pieces.

Words of Wisdom!
Surround yourself with outstanding building professionals who
can safely guide you through the complex building maze.

4 Living inside the box. Good planning is critical!
When you start the planning of your new home, you are about to
embark upon the most critical aspect of the building process. The
most successful athletic teams always take the time and make the
effort to develop a good game plan and have that plan in place
before they take the field. The planning and design phase is the
game plan in the home building process. You will have a lot to
do and there will be lots of questions to answer. Plus you will be
coordinating things you’ve never heard of before.
Take heart. If you select a good builder, they will be there to help
you develop and execute the game plan. All projects will vary
depending on what resources you already have. In reality, if you
can keep your project moving along, the planning and design
phase should reasonably take from one to three months.
Longer time in the planning and design phase is a good thing if
you are making progress on formulating your detailed game plan.
If you stay motivated and active, the time will pass quickly and
before you know it you will be ready to build.

Words of Wisdom!
Good due diligence in the planning and design phase will give
you a smoother and much more fun and rewarding build.

5 Time is money … cheaper doesn’t always mean less $!
The clock is ticking and the meter is running on your budget. With
every month that goes by, you are spending hard earned cash on
your current residence, as well as on the property you plan to
build on. You also have to pay taxes, insurance and often interest
payments on both properties. The sooner you complete your new
home the sooner those double payments stop.
Additional factors to consider include rising construction costs
and increases in interest rates. Often you end up spending more
money by trying to save money in the wrong ways. When you hold
out for the lowest possible bid or have a friend do something for
you “cheap” in their spare time, you may eat up valuable time.
Every day you wait, the more your house may cost.
For example: If you find Fred, who is a good plan designer that
will charge you 25 cents per square foot as opposed to Jim who
charges 50 cents per square foot, on a 2,000 square foot home
you saved yourself $500 right? Maybe not … designers who are
cheap are typically slow because they are so busy. That can set
your timeline back five or six months. So instead of saving $500,
you may have just increased your costs by several thousand
dollars, depending on the increases in construction materials,
labor and interest rates as well as your current mortgage or
housing costs.
It is important to evaluate the perceived savings carefully and
discuss the benefits and drawbacks with your builder. A good
builder will be able to recommend a quality plan designer, with a
good track record, and will have the leverage to make sure that
the designer follows through on his promises.

Words of Wisdom!
Rely on your builder’s recommendation to guide you to a
cost-effective and reliable plan designer or architect.

6 Universal Design – Is this a consideration for me?
As modern medicine changes and life expectancy grows, so does
our need for products and services that cater to the elderly and
those with injuries, illnesses or disabilities.
A group of architects, product designers, and engineers thought
long and hard about this issue and came up with the Universal
Design concept: The design of products and services applicable to
all people regardless of age, ability or circumstance. This concept
is already a part of our everyday lives. Some examples include
cabinets with pull-out shelves and kitchen counters at several
heights. Even our kitchenware has started to move toward this
concept, such as color-contrast dishware with steep sides assisting
the visually impaired or those with dexterity problems.
Why is this important to you?
As a potential new home owner, you might be asking why
Universal Design would be important to you. There are a large
number of reasons to incorporate Universal Design concepts into
your home.
Longevity – How long will you live there? Chances are that if you
are putting your heart and soul into a customized home, you plan
to stay there a while. You may not retire there, but you’ll certainly
age there. So what happens if you get arthritis and can’t turn the
door knobs anymore? What if you are confined to a wheelchair
yet your hallways are too narrow for passage or you’ve had a
permanent knee injury and can’t manage the few steps down from
the dining room to the living room?
Think about sight issues and extra lighting or dexterity problems
and toggle versus touch light switches. There are many things to
think about when designing a home around what future needs you
might have. Talk with your builder about the various options and
how you may incorporate these into your home’s design.
Unforeseen illness or injury – We all have the best intentions of
living a long and healthy life but what if something happens? Will
your home be able to work with your newly introduced needs?

Resale – With the estimated 78.2 million graying baby boomers
and the already established 54 million Americans living with
disabilities, the need for human centered design for people of all
ages, sizes and abilities is growing exponentially.
So now, you might be thinking about how to incorporate some of
these ideas into your home building plans.
These are examples of just some of the Universal Design features
you may want to consider in your new home design:
• Step-free entrance
• Various heights of kitchen counters
• Larger bathroom
• Adjustable hanging closet rods and shelves
• Front loading washer and dryer
• Open knee space under all sinks
• Windows that can be opened for cross ventilation
• Slip-resistant flooring
• Central vacuum system
• Energy efficient windows with Low-E glass

Words of Wisdom!

When you plan your home, try and anticipate what life may
bring to you and your family in the foreseeable future and
incorporate solutions for those situations into your design.

7 Tips on choosing your builder or construction manager.
Choosing a builder, construction manager or consultant will be
guided to a certain extent by what form of building you decide is
best for you as decided in Part 1 – 7.
Once you determine if you are going with a traditional builder,
a construction manager or a building consultant, the question is
how do you find the most qualified individual or company to assist
you in the building process?
Does your candidate or company have a website? How about
a track record of multiple projects? Hopefully over 30 as you
don’t want to pay to give your builder experience. You want your
builder’s experience to pay (or save) you money.
You want to ask to see certificates of insurance. Ask what
organizations he is affiliated with. Ask if they are a member of
your local Chamber of Commerce, Better Business Bureau, Home
Builders Association, Board of Realtors, Business Networking
International or others?
Ask to get a list of references of your prospective builder’s current
clients that you can contact and a portfolio of completed projects
that are similar to your project scope and cost.

Words of Wisdom!

Selecting a builder is in many ways like choosing a close friend.
You want to make sure they are trustworthy, loyal and reliable.
Certainly their building experience is critical but, after that, you
need to make sure they are a fit for you personally.

8 How do I find the right property?
Diligence and effort pays off in finding the right property for
your dream home project. Your builder will help you identify your
building goals, evaluate your budget range for your property and
refer you to good realtors to help you.
Many people say that they don’t want to pay a realtor to find their
dream property. The irony is all the realtor’s efforts and services
to help you find that property are FREE! The commissions on the
property they find for you are all paid by the seller.
You can also use your local multiple listing service(MLS) that
lists all properties listed by realtors in your area. A quick internet
search will get you there. There are also numerous FSBO sites
that have property listed. FSBO is simply for sale by owner.
Check the local newspaper real estate section or classifieds, home
guides and realtor website listings. Don’t forget to ask one of your
closest resources: your builder.
You will want to make locating and selecting that special piece of
property a high priority because your entire project is dependent
on this decision. This task can delay your timeline significantly if
you don’t stay on top of it.

Words of Wisdom!
The three tenets of property value and selection ...
location, location, location!

9 Is the lot buildable? And other burning questions!
Your realtor and local builder are excellent resources to assist you
with these questions and in selecting the right property. All parties
want to make sure there are not any surprises down the road
when you prepare to build.
Once you have found a prospective property you will want to
make sure you check with the county or city on zoning, height
restrictions and confirm setbacks. A property plat will be helpful
with many of these items.
If the property is in a subdivision, you will want to ask for a copy
of the subdivision covenants and restrictions to make sure that
they are acceptable to you. These covenants will explain if you
need a paved drive, a certain percentage of brick or stone and
other specifications or restrictions.
Does the lot have good drainage and is it located in any sensitive
area such as a wetland or flood zone that will cause you problems?
You will also want to find out the sewer/septic hookup or tap
fees, water or well resources, TV, cable and internet availability,
electrical service availability/cost and if natural gas is an option.
You want to make sure the property is sufficiently large compared
to the size of house you intend to build along with the garage,
drive and landscaping.
Does your new home design fit in with the current homes that are
in the neighborhood? Do you have the privacy that you want?
Is the area safe for your children? Low or slow traffic area? Do
you have the proper documentation to make sure you have legal
access to the property?
Are there any impact fees that will be required by your property’s
local government? Is the property in the flight path of an airport
or situated near a railroad?
Are their any homeowners’ or association fees that are mandatory
for your property?

10 Basement, crawl space or slab on grade?
Many times the topography or grades of your land will dictate
which one of these items are a cost-effective option. If the grades
on your lot slope to the rear, then a walkout basement may be
your best option. Even if you do not finish the space right away,
when it is finished the space can significantly increase your homes
appraisal value.
If you live in an area with a high water table, such as costal
Florida, then a full basement is normally not a good idea. The
ability to keep your basement dry in those areas is a challenge.
If you are trying to decide between a crawl space or a basement,
ask your builder’s opinion. In many areas, it does not cost much
more to install the basement, whether you use it or not, and then
you have the option down the road to take advantage of that
space’s value.
A basement also gives you easy access to your furnace and other
mechanical systems. However, it can be a negative due to added
expense if you hit rock that requires blasting or a hoe ram.
If your lot is flat and you want the most cost-effective build,
normally a slab on grade is the way to go. With this option, make
sure that all of your subcontractors are aware before you pour
the slab. You don’t want to find out later that they needed to put
something under the floor! One advantage to a slab on grade is
that you do not have to worry so much about hitting rock. See
Part 4 – 3 on hitting rock.

Words of Wisdom!

Sit down with your builder and ask about the recommended
option or options for that area and the various costs. Your
realtor may be able to tell you what homes in the area have full
basements and what the gain in appraised value would be.

11 Needs trump wants!
If you have all the money in the world and have no problem
paying for the best of everything, please skip this section!
Otherwise, come along for the ride!
Before you sit down with your builder, it is a good idea to sort
out what your requirements are and what your preferences are.
In other words, you may want a large glassed in tile shower in
your master bath, but need that extra Jack and Jill bath for your
growing teenagers. A good builder will help you to balance your
wants and needs with your budget.
When your budget limits some of the things you really want in
your dream home, it is critical to plan for the addition of these
items now so that they can be added when the funds are available.
On the converse, you do not want to do things during the build
that will prevent you from introducing your desired items later
when your budget may allow the expense.
For example, if you really want 9 or 10 foot ceilings in your new
home, do it when you build! Maybe you forego the expensive
kitchen cabinets or granite countertops. You can improve your
kitchen easily in the future …you cannot easily change your
home’s ceiling heights.
If you are going to have a workshop in your basement in the
future you may want to put in a larger breaker box now rather
that doing it later at a higher cost. The back yard pool or finishing
your basement are all things you can clearly do in the future
without undue costs other than the improvements themselves.

Words of Wisdom!

Clearly plan 5 or 10 years down the road (provided your
time horizon in the home is that long) thinking through
what your true needs are vs. wants, some of which may
have to wait or be reduced.

12 The square foot cost game. How do you play?
When selecting a builder, you will need to understand the square
foot cost game. Lots of builders like to use the analogy of how
much does a car cost per pound … which is obviously an absurd
question. Is asking how much a home costs per square foot an
absurd question? After 40 years in the building business, my
response to that question is “yes” and “no”!
Before you ask your builder that question, you will need to clarify
their definition of square footage. Does the square foot number
include the garage? How about an unfinished basement? Covered
screened in porch? Glassed in sunroom? Does it matter if these are
included or not? It is critical to find out or your square foot cost
numbers mean nothing! If you add these areas into the total home
square footage and divide by the total cost of the home, what
happens to that square foot number? Right … it goes down! It is
important to compare apples to apples and not apples to oranges.
Another question you will want to clarify with your builder
is does your square foot number include the property and/or
improvements to the property, i.e. driveway, septic or sewer,
landscaping, utility hookups, etc. The same holds here: If these are
not included, your square foot number will go where? Down! Leave
the land out of your square foot cost number, that way it will be
easier to compare if you are looking at various properties.
Through working with thousands of clients, I have learned the
easiest way to compare square foot cost is: Calculate the exterior
dimension finished square footage under roof. That is the key
term. Under roof! Include the garage, covered porches and patios,
finished bonus rooms and ONLY finished space in a basement. If
you have a 2,000 sq ft home on a 2,000 sq ft unfinished basement,
for comparison purposes, you are looking at 2K not 4K square
foot.

Words of Wisdom!

When working with fractions as a child you found the common
dominator. The common dominator in building is a clear
understanding of what a square foot number actually includes.

13 Do I need written building specifications?
John selected his plumbing and light fixtures in the planning and
design phase of his dream home. One afternoon after the plumber
had been on site for a few days, John walked though the house
only to find different makes and models of fixtures installed. Who
pays for switching them out and the 20% restocking fee: John or
the plumber?
Simple answer provided all parties have good written building
specifications. Otherwise, the waters could be very muddied with
faint recollections of conversations of choices made months ago!
Using a respectable builder or consultant who manages these
details will lead to significant cost savings throughout the life of
the project!

Words of Wisdom!
Another good case of if it’s not written down it doesn’t exist!

14 Picking your partner. Is my builder credible?
One of the first things to do when builder shopping is to do some
due diligence. A simple web search will bring up a surprising
amount of information: comments from happy or unhappy clients,
organizations that the builder belongs to, information on some
recent projects and much more. Don’t take every word for the
gospel as the internet is far from totally accurate, but if there is
an over abundance of negative information move forward very
carefully.
What community organizations does the builder belong to?
Are they members of the Better Business Bureau (what is their
rating?), are they associated with a local Chamber of Commerce,
local building association or local real estate group?
Some states or local governments require licensing or
certifications. Check if they have the proper government licenses
and that they are current. Ask if they are certified to complete
asbestos abatement, radon reduction, lead paint removal or mold
remediation? See Part 3 – 5 for additional information.
Ask them if they have done any continuing education. If so what
have they completed?
How long have they been building and do they have a solid history
of successfully building homes similar to what you are interested
in? Ask what warranties they offer.
Ask for at least six or more references of projects that are
currently underway and some that were recently completed.
Call the references and ask pointed questions about the builders
performance.

Words of Wisdom!
Good reputations are built by a history of doing the right things
morally, ethically and professionally as a builder.

15 Room size in design. Make a new plan, Stan!
I built a home for Don and Carrie on a secluded lot out in the
country that had very tall vaulted ceilings with rough sawn beams.
After the house was almost complete Carrie commented to me one
day, “ I wish you had told me how big my great room was going to
be and I would have made it smaller!” Yes that actually happened!
In order to determine the total square foot of your new home
start with a blank yellow pad and list all the rooms that you want
in your house. Then list the size of rooms that you want. In order
to determine what size is correct, measure the current size of
that specific room and if it needs to be larger or smaller increase
or reduce the size accordingly. This is an easy trick to help you
visualize the final product.
In the case of Don and Carrie if they looked at a vaulted great
room the same size as the one on their blueprints, we could have
then scaled it down to the appropriate size.
Another helpful option is to take a simple piece of graph paper and
sketch a specific room’s size to scale. The cut out pieces of paper
to scale that represent your furniture. Arrange the pieces just as
you would real furniture taking into account the positions of doors,
windows, etc.
After we finished our basement my wife did this exercise to make
sure a new family room furniture set would fit. It did not. Lucky
we did not purchase it and bring it home to find out it was too big
for the room.

Words of Wisdom!
Size is relative so make sure you use these tricks
to clearly visualize your final product.

16 Who writes the checks and why?
In a typical general contracting situation, the builder will be
writing checks for vendors and suppliers during the build with
homebuyer writing one check for the total home at closing.
With a construction management or time and materials setup,
the CM or the owner can be the one writing all the checks. Many
times, the mortgage lender will specify who they want to deal with
the budget and writing the checks.
Typically you can negotiate a lower building fee if the builder
does not have to carry the finances and take the time to write the
checks.
If you write the checks directly, you also have more control of the
money and the budget. Getting the proper lien releases See Part
4 – 8 and cutting the checks takes a bit of your time but the added
control can be an advantage.
One word of caution. If both you and your wife lack the time or
skills to effectively manage the bookkeeping, you may want to
make sure your builder pays the bills in order to avoid costly late
fees or delays.

Words of Wisdom!

Check with your bank or mortgage lender and your builder to
determine who holds the checkbook and set things up to your
benefit, not theirs.

Make sure you are properly managing your project. Add time to
the build and you add cost. Not closely monitoring your project
can increase build time which increases interest paid, missing
early payment discounts and added house payments for a longer
construction period all add cost to your project. For the right
formula see Part 4 – 1 Building in the 21st century.

Words of Wisdom!

Save money by not losing money! What you say? Close all
of your open liabilities by making sure you have the proper
insurance coverage in place BEFORE you break ground.

17 Signing the contract ... what to avoid.
Construction contracts are often looked at as a document written
to protect the builder. In some ways it is, but it is also a document
that will protect you as the future homeowner.
Building contracts need certain provisions. Make sure that the
contract stipulates a bottom line cost or unit cost that allows a
clear calculation of that price. The contract should detail exactly
what the builder is going to do and exactly what your responsibility
is as the homeowner. A time frame for the project should be stated
and any items that may alter that time schedule explained. The
contract should be dated and list all parties including a progress
payment section that details when and how much is to be paid. It
should also have terms for contact termination by either party.
When you review the contract, do not sign if you do not
understand any part of it or if you feel you are under pressure. Will
the contract take you to your end goals? It should be written to
clarify terms and conditions that are a benefit to both parties. Your
builder should be responsible for bringing your project in on time,
on budget and within industry quality standards. You should be
responsible for certain items including paying the bills and making
sure the right insurances are in place.
The bottom line is you and your builder should maintain a
relationship of trust based on mutual benefits. Neither of you want
legal or financial troubles. You want to work with a contractor you
can recommend and he wants a good reference.

Words of Wisdom!

Make sure you read and understand the written agreement
you have with your builder. Clear up any questions before
you enter into any contract to build or remodel.

18 What is the most expensive home style?
In putting on seminars for over 1,000 prospective homeowners,
when I ask the question which is the most expensive per square
foot style of building … one story with finished basement, two
story or a ranch ... guess what the breakdown on responses is?
Pretty much a third, a third and a third!
Why would people agree to totally disagree? If you are not a
builder and don’t cost house styles everyday … one option is as
logical as another. Let’s look at a bit of basic building science and
logic and answer the question.
For the group that chooses the ranch option as the least expensive:
In my seminars I ask “How many square foot of roof system does a
2,000 sq ft ranch have?” Elementary my dear Watson ... 2,000!
Then the next logical question is: “How many square foot of roof
system does a two-story 2,000 sq ft home have?” Again ... with
1,000 sq ft per floor it would have 1,000 sq ft of roof.
The next logical question is … “Are shingles, plywood and roof
rafters expensive?” Well, that could be debatable, but they certainly
have a cost. Then, logically the cost of the roof system for the
ranch is double than for the two-story and thus increasing the
per square ftoot price on the ranch. Great! We have logically
determined that a ranch is typically more expensive than a twostory with all other variables being equal.
Now, how about a two-story vs. a one-story with a full finished
basement? What does a one-story with a full finished basement
NOT have that a two-story does have? At my seminars, many
responses are voiced but the correct answer is that a full basement
would have less brick veneer or siding, fewer windows, less interior
insulation which would translate into what? Right! Lower cost.

So, just like the basic math axiom if A>B and B>C then A>C.
Back to our logic, if a ranch is more expensive that a two-story
and a two-story is more expensive than a one-story with a finished
basement then a ranch is the most expensive, followed by a twostory followed by a one-story with a finished basement as the most
cost-effective square footage.
You might say, “I hated math in school so why are these numbers
important anyway?” They can be important if you want to
maximize your square footage and minimize your home’s cost.
If having one floor and handicapped access trumps more square
footage, than so be it. At least you now understand something
that many building professionals miss.

Words of Wisdom!
Your design style can most definitely affect your bottom line
build cost so you need to understand the ABC’s of design costs!

19 Money-saving strategies. Tell me now!
The first place to start saving money is in the design of your home.
When designing your home, design for the future. If you can’t
afford it now, at least design for its addition in the future. For
example, rough that bath in the basement floor so you don’t have
to jack hammer concrete in the future.
Another option to save money is to simplify your design. More
bay windows, more corners, more arched doorways all add to the
construction cost of your new home.
If you want to change your mind during your building process due
it in the planning stage! Lines on paper are easier to erase than
poured concrete walls are to move once poured in place!
You can save money by the building style that you choose. For
details see Part 1 – 18. Save money on your suppliers. Ask your
builder or supplier for their builder’s discount. See Part 1 – 22.
Negotiate with your builder and your real estate agent on their fees
and commissions. If you ask many times so shall you receive!
Some other design savings can be using engineered floor trusses to
span larger areas, look at slab on grade construction See Part 1 –
10, keep windows and doors to a minimum, keep stairways simple,
buy prefabricated shower and tubs, and don’t overbuild.
If possible, allow enough time in your design and building program
to be able to check out the market and do some competitive
shopping for your supplies and services. But please remember in
some areas of your build cheap does not equal good!
If you want to save money by doing some of the work on your
home yourself by all means do it. However before you do, make
sure that the time and effort you spend is worth the money you
save. Your builder can break out the labor and material of the line
item you are considering doing and you can assess if it is really
worth your time.

20 Selections, selections, selections!
Once your plans are complete, you should meet with your builder
to specify, in varying levels of detail, what you want in your
home. This is your opportunity to choose the type and quality of
materials, amenities and features you would like in your home.
This is the time to discuss your building options and balance your
project and budget goals.
The best two pieces of advice you can get from your builder are
you need to be flexible and open to options, options, options!
Your builder should give you recommended suppliers to visit to
get some hard numbers on your kitchen cabinets and countertops,
floor coverings, plumbing and light fixtures. The more detail you
can provide, the closer your budget will be to the actual costs
when you build.
All good builders know that things will change as you go through
construction. The bottom line is that you create a workable
budget that allows you to accomplish your goals.
Make sure you are properly managing your project. Add time to
the build and you add cost. Not closely monitoring your project
can increase build time which increases interest paid, missing
early payment discounts and added house payments for a longer
construction period all add cost to your project. For the right
formula, see Part 4 – 1 Building in the 21st century.

Words of Wisdom!

Thorough details and costing at the specification stage will
repay you in spades by hitting your targeted budget
at project completion.

21 Builder tricks … the inside information!
When you sit down with a builder and negotiate his fee most of
the time the concentration is on the percentage or dollar sum of
what they will charge to build your home. Makes sense right?
The actual fact is that this area of concentration can really be
smoke and mirrors. How is that you say?
Game #1 ... Guess the final cost! A prospective builder quotes
a low price on a time and material contract and in reality is
thinking, to heck with the final costs. Many builders know the
client is on the hook for the bottom line regardless of the initial
projected cost. If this happens the unscrupulous builder gets
the job, the honest builder loses the job and unfortunately the
homeowner is the one stuck with the unexpected bills!
Game #2 ... Hide the profits! Most builders will typically give
you a 30-40 line item estimate with a mixture of hard costs and
allowances. Are those the true costs the builder pays or does the
builder pay an agreed upon reduced rate to the subcontractor or
does the builder pay the listed cost and get a percentage kicked
back from the subcontractor?
Game #3 ... Bait and switch! Some less than scrupulous builders
know where they can under specify and then charge the customer
more for the upgrade later. Worse yet, they can specify quality
materials, substitute inferior ones and pocket the difference.
Game #4 ... Keep your eyes open for referral fees. In many cases,
you may get a strong recommendation on a specific builder
from a real estate or other professional.If you get that type of
recommendation, politely ask if they have a referral arrangement
and if so what is it?
Any reasonable referral that is paid to the builder as a normal
marketing cost as part of his marketing budget and explained
in his contract is acceptable. If a large referral fee, say $20K, is
added on to your bottom line cost, because of a referral, then it is
totally out of line.

Game #5 … Who cares about games #1-4 if you are operating
on a fixed fee or percentage if the builder is not getting your
competitive market place costs. It may not be the builders fault.
Maybe he is new in the business, maybe his subcontractors are
taking advantage of him and charging more, maybe he just doesn’t
care.
Bottom line, a builder charging a 20% fee may be much
more competitive that another builder quoting 10% with noncompetitive subcontract and suppler pricing.
All professional builders will clearly delineate any monetary
relationships that they have with subcontractors or vendors
in their building contract with their client. Ask about these
relationships and ask to see a copy of their standard contract
before you make your builder selection.
Also ask for multiple references of clients that have completed
homes with the builder and call them to clarify these critical
questions.
Game #6 ... A bit of a self defeating game and thankfully not often
used but I will say it nonetheless. Using unlicensed, uninsured
or under insured subcontractors decreases the builder’s cost but
increases the owner’s liability. For more information, See Part 1 –
24 Liability quicksand to avoid.
Game #7 ... Not being totally transparent on the subject of
builders discounts! You should know if you are going to be able to
use your builder’s discounts or those are going to be paid to him.

Words of Wisdom!

Navigate your way though the unscrupulous builder tricks
by asking the right questions. If you get the wrong answers
… run, don’t walk, away from that builder!

22 Builder discounts!
All builders typically are given in-house discounts with many
vendors where they have a business relationship. This is a logical
progression of rewarding contractors that spend significant
amounts of money with particular vendors.
These discounts can be paid back to the builder after their client’s
bills are paid. Or the builder can opt to give their clients a direct
reduced price based on the total discount or there can be a split
discount. For instance, Johnson Construction has an agreedupon 35% discount with Brenner Floor Coverings. After the sale,
Johnson Construction gets a rebate check for 20% of the sale and
the client gets a 15% rebate.
Moral of the story? Just ask your builder when you are negotiating
your contract what discounts do you receive from the various
suppliers and what percentage of the builder discount will you get
toward your bottom line?
Just as with any monetary relationships a builder has with his
subs and suppliers, their builder discount policy should be clearly
stated in their contract with you.

Words of Wisdom!

It is important to determine the true arrangements for
builder discounts. Will you get all or part of these discounts?
Make sure to ask because it can be a tidy sum of money!

23 Hiring the best and the brightest vendors.
If your builder recommends a specific vendor or supplier, you
should have the option to use them or not. That being said, your
builder has probably spent a significant amount of time and effort
building these relationships. These preferred vendors typically
meet your builder’s standards for providing a high quality product
and should have the requisite experience.
When you start shopping for your build, contact these vendors
and compare their product and pricing to others in the market. If
the vendor has a long-term relationship with your builder, chances
are they are a trusted and valuable resource that you can take
advantage of.
If you want to do some price shopping outside of your builders
recommended subs, go ahead. You can find good subs by
referrals from other friends, family or associates that recently
built, referrals from your current subcontractors and material
suppliers are a good option for a referral and other building sites.
Remember that if you choose a sub that your builder does not
know make sure to check them out first. Also, if the builder does
not have a long-term relationship with that sub he may not be
able to provide leverage for you if there is a problem.
No matter what vendor you select, make sure to get written
certificates of insurance, make sure their license is current and
use their expertise to help you cut costs on your project. Many
times they can value engineer your project to squeeze some
dollars off the bottom line without sacrificing quality.

Words of Wisdom!

Complete your own independent due diligence and shop
smart but don’t forget to use your builder’s subcontractor
and supplier relationships to your advantage.

24 So, what could go wrong?
When my wife Jean and I went on a land tour of Alaska, we
learned of the permafrost and the quicksand-like areas that would
virtually swallow up people if they were not careful.
I recommend that all of my clients get three types of insurance in
order to cover their open liabilities during a build and stay away
from that quicksand!
First, anyone building a new home needs to secure a builder’s risk
policy. What does this typically cover? Good question. It covers
your new home during the construction for typical perils that can
affect the structure. A tornado, fire and theft are normal items
covered with a builder risk policy. It will also typically cover a
limited amount for job site thefts.
Second, a general liability policy. What does a general liability
policy cover? Say your neighbor Mildred is walking her dog Fifi
and decides to take a look at the progress on your new home.
After walking into the foyer of your new home, she slips on a
loose piece of plywood. Guess what you have now? A lawsuit to
pay for her medical bills for a broken ankle and of course pain and
suffering and lost wages ... Oh boy, not good!
A typical general liability policy will protect you under these
circumstances. Many homeowners’ policies cover this liability
when you are building a new home. Make sure to check the fine
print with your insurance agent and ask specifically what will be
covered.
Third, we recommend that our clients get a “pick-up” policy for
workers’ compensation. A qualified builder will use only properly
insured subcontractors, right? That is a correct statement.
However, what if one of the subcontractors happens to cancel his
insurance after they gave you or the builder their certificate? Oops
... And not a good oops!

You could have an open catastrophic liability if one of the workers
is critically injured and files a claim. That is where your pick-up
policy steps in and covers the problem.
Don’t hope your builder or subcontractors have the right
insurances to cover you during your building or remodeling
project. Ask the right questions and stay out of the liability
quicksand.
As a reasonable disclaimer, please check with your local insurance
providers to make sure you are protected in your specific locality
so that all of these open liabilities are closed.

Words of Wisdom!

One job site accident could jeopardize your total net worth!
It is critical to close all open liability loopholes BEFORE
something unexpected happens.

25 Talk to your lender in their native language.
The more you know, the better prepared you will be to discuss
construction financing. There are many terms that might be new
to you and will be helpful as you research your options.
1. Soft Costs – These are permit, architectural, engineering,
survey, school taxes, utility connection fees and any other fees
incurred before your actual construction begins. Funds from
your construction loan become available at the beginning of
actual construction. These soft costs frequently occur before
construction begins. Based on your choice and your lender’s
options, you may choose to be “paid back” for these costs when
your funds are available at the beginning of construction.
2. Hard Costs – These are the actual costs for all materials and
labor associated with the actual building of your home.
3. Closing Costs – These are the costs associated with closing
your construction loan such as title cost, loan fees, discount fees,
insurance and appraisals.
4. Interest Reserve – This reserve account is established to
pay the estimated interest on the loan during the construction
process. This way, you do not have to make any payments during
the construction of your home. In the rare occurrence that this
reserve is depleted due to lengthy construction times, then you
will begin to make interest-only payments on your loan.
5. Contingency reserve – This reserve is created to cover
unforeseen cost overruns in the construction of your home. It is
usually equal to 5% of the hard cost of your construction.
6. Lot Value – The value of your lot will be determined by one
of two methods. If the property was purchased in the last 12
months, the purchase price is used to determine the value of the
site. If the property has been owned for more than 12 months, an
appraiser’s estimate of the site value will be used.

7. Inspection fees – Some lenders require that inspectors
determine the progress of your construction project. If these are
needed, there may be a fee charged for each inspection.
8. Loan to Cost Ratio – This ratio compares the project cost of
your home to the total loan amount. As an example, if the project
costs for your home are $350,000 and your loan is $325,000,
your LTC ratio is 93%. Maximum LTC ratios vary from lender to
lender, and may be a factor you want to take into account when
selecting a lender.
9. Draws – Monies drawn during construction to pay for materials
and/or suppliers.
While there are a few more elements to construction financing
than with your traditional mortgage, you are now better equipped
to talk with lenders to determine how they can help you build
your dream home.

Words of Wisdom!

Always get multiple financing proposals as your long-term costs
for an uninformed decision could cost you tens of thousands of
dollars. Rely on your builder and realtor for financing advice.

26 How to select the right construction loan.
A construction loan is one of the very first steps in the home
building or remodeling process. You need to know the scope of
the project you qualify for.
But where do you start? You have probably applied for home
loans in the past, but will it be the same for a construction loan?
A construction loan is somewhat different than any mortgage you
may have applied for and, depending upon your needs, there are
several types of loans available.
While lenders you talk with might offer these loans with different
features, there are basically four types of loans available.
1. Construction to Permanent Loans – This loan takes you
through construction and allows you to convert to your permanent
home loan when your home is finished. You would only close
on the loan once which means you only pay closing costs one
time. With this type of loan, many lenders will give you rate
protection. What this means to you is if the interest rate goes
up during construction, you will be locked in at the lower rate
you committed to when you closed. If the interest rate has gone
down by the time you complete your home, you would receive the
lower rate when you convert to a permanent loan. In addition, you
would not make any payments during construction.
2. Lot Loans – What if you find a great lot before you are ready
to build your dream home? No problem! You can obtain a loan
for the lot and purchase it in anticipation of building on it in the
future. The requirements from most lenders are that the lot is
normal for that area and at least one utility be available from the
street.
3. Bridge Loans – If you don’t want to sell your current house
before your new house is built, you can access the equity in your
current house to use as a down payment on your Construction to
Permanent loan.

4. Remodeling Loans – If you are making major improvements to
your primary residence, this second mortgage calculates the value
of your home by adding the planned improvements to your home’s
current value. With many lenders, you then receive immediate
access to the funds at loan closing.

Words of Wisdom!

Caveat emptor is the Latin expression for “let the buyer
beware.” Due diligence in your loan selection is a critical
building puzzle piece!

27 How does the draw schedule on my loan work?
Once a loan is approved, your bank will fund your project
normally in monthly draws to pay your suppliers and
subcontractors. Or if your builder manages the budget and
pays the bills, then they will deal with that aspect.
Typically, the bank or mortgage lender will require you (or
your builder) to fill out a monthly draw based on the current
percentage of completion. This is determined from the costing or
build budget that was submitted to the bank when applying for
the loan.
The bank will normally send one of their representatives to your
house to determine the current construction progress. Sometimes
they hire a third party to do these inspections.
After the draw paperwork is complete, the bank will fund your
building account (or your builder’s) with the money needed to pay
the subcontractors and suppliers for that draw period.
When these payments are made, lien releases need to be
requested from the subcontractors and suppliers and put on file.
See Part 4 – 8 Liens.
After the construction is complete, all the bills are paid and the
certificate of occupancy is obtained, the bank or mortgage lender
will convert the construction loan into a permanent mortgage.

Words of Wisdom!

When shopping for your loan, find a bank or mortgage lender
that can fund both the construction and permanent loans. One
closing will save significant money in closing costs.

28 Kitchens and baths sell homes!
My wife Jean was a real estate agent for a number of years and
always told me “kitchens and baths” sell homes! As a builder, I try
to recommend to my clients what fits in best with their game plan
and also what will help them sell their home down the road should
they decide to do that.
Before 2000, (sounds like a long time ago!) many kitchen and bath
designs consisted of a minimal galley or “L” shaped space, limited
door styles and wood species. It was a functional but usually
smaller area of the home. Today, the kitchen area is the focal point
of most homes. It is a place that families gather to share what took
place during their day as well as where they entertain. Today’s
kitchen is an area in the home that is a hub of activity, typically
with an island that is used for seating, serving and prep work while
cooking.
Kitchens and bathrooms are now spaces that have a furniture look
that blends with the rest of the home. A good kitchen designer
will take pride in blending the newest trends with tried and true
designs. They should create a unique space that each individual in
the home can enjoy. They not only need to be useful and functional
they also need to help you create solid resale value. They should be
a blend of “timeless products” and also incorporate some different
aspects into the space such as a hutch piece, a really decorative
island, a unique wood or color palette.
All of these items combined are what sets these spaces apart and
help each individual home to have its own look and style. A good
designer will take enjoyment in seeing a smile on a customer’s face
upon completion of the design process. Reasonable budgets for
kitchens and baths will normally increase resale value dollar for
dollar. See Part 1 – 2 Investing in your future or short-term lodging.

Words of Wisdom!

Ask your builder to recommend an experienced kitchen designer
as they can make or break your project! Most typically do their
designs for you at no cost if you purchase their products.

29 Ten things not to have in your building plan!
One. Do not build your dream home without a professional
builder, construction consultant or construction manager.
Two. Do not move forward until all financial arrangements have
been secured, including construction and permanent project
financing.
Three. Do not build your home without using the services of a
professional and knowledgeable plan designer.
Four. Do not build your new custom home with standard eightfoot ceilings, at least on the first floor. It will date your house and
make it harder to sell in the future.
Five. Do not create a dungeon for a basement! To use your
basement as finished space, pour a nine-foot tall wall or better
yet a nine-foot tall wall with a one-foot tall wood knee wall. Then,
after you run your mechanicals you will have clear eight- or ninefoot ceilings.
Six. Do not have a small closed stairway to your basement. When
you design your stairway, rather than enclose the stairwell, open it
up with railings and instead of making it a typical three foot wide,
make it five foot wide. It will make the space feel more spacious!
Seven. Do not stipple your drywall ceilings! Again, it dates your
house. If you want some finish other than smooth, check with
your drywall contractor on what is commonly used on homes of
your style and price in your area.
Eight. Do not cut your roofing budget short. Use a nice
architectural shingle roofing rather that a standard three-tab
shingle. Again, if you do not it dates your home.
Nine. Do not skimp on closets, kitchen pantry or storage space. It
will make your house less liveable and reduce resale value.
Ten. Do not build a home with fewer than three bedrooms. If you
do not want or need three bedrooms, include the rooms in your
design but use them for exercise, crafts or a study. Just having
those rooms will greatly increase your ability to sell your home
down the road.

30 Architect, custom designer or stock plan?
Once you’ve selected your land and decided on the scope of your
project, then it is time to develop plans for your project. This is
an important step because well-designed functional plans are
your primary tool to guide your subcontractors. Your plans will
specifically show what is expected in the final product.
Your builder should refer you to design professionals and will help
you communicate effectively with them regarding your building
goals. This works best when you know what you want in your
project. The better prepared you are, the faster the process will go.
It is important to do your homework and collect pictures or stock
plans to show the designer what you like. Meet with your builder
to establish realistic expectations.
Things to keep in mind are budget, size and finishes. If resources
are limited, you may need to decide which are the most important
and be prepared to adjust the others in order to make the project
feasible.
Your builder should be available during this process to review
preliminary plans and make suggestions and comments. Just
remember this is not always a quick process. Your diligence and
efficient decision making will help you and your designer to meet
your agreed timeline.
If you want to use stock plans from the internet, a book or a local
plan supplier, this may not be as quick and easy as you might
think. There are numerous building code issues that may need to
be considered in your plans such as engineering, energy codes,
foundation design and many other issues.
Stock plans may be a good starting point, but most have to be
redrawn to address these issues. Your builder should be well
prepared to give you guidance in this area.

Using an architect is a third option. Architects are licensed and
typically more expensive than a plan designer. Shop around before
you make your decision. For a detailed description of exactly what
you need in your plan package, see Part 6 – 6.

Words of Wisdom!
Evaluate all three options and decide what is best for you.
One size does not fit all with this decision!

31 Ten landscaping pitfalls to avoid!
One. Do your painting and roofing BEFORE you landscape.
Two. Don’t plant anything until you are sure you have your final
grades determined.
Three. Do not plant large trees with big roots too close to your
foundation. As they grow, they can do severe damage to your
foundation.
Four. Watch spacing. We all have a tendency to put young small
bushes or trees too close together. When grown, they are too
crowded!
Five. Don’t plant trees near overhead power lines or underground
pipelines or within five foot of patios and sidewalks. The roots will
eventually push up and ruin your concrete, invade your pipes or
interfere with your overhead utilities.
Six. Use the advice of professional landscapers. Seek their support
as the complexity of proper plant selection, placement and
planting can be overwhelming on your own.
Seven. Do not overplant. If you have a nice view, don’t plant to
much so that as your plants mature they cover it up.
Eight. Do not plant the wrong plant in the wrong location. Shade
loving plants will not thrive in the open sun!
Nine. Do not put heavy evergreens or thorny plants near the
sidewalks of your home. They may end up covering the path.
Ten. Beware of the two-for-one bargains at the discount stores or
plants for sale anywhere at prices too good to be true. They may
have roots that are too shallow or just not hardy stock that dies.
Bottom line: Your bargain is not a bargain at all.

32 I’m scared of going over my budget. Help!
Two most common times for cost overruns …
The beginning of your construction when you are doing
excavation and possibly putting in a well. You won’t know what is
under the ground until you begin to excavate. If you are drilling
for a well, you will have no control over how far down you will
need to drill for water. This is where having a contingency fund is
essential.
The second most common time for a cost overrun is near the end
of the project when you are selecting your finishes, i.e., cabinets,
countertops, lighting and plumbing fixtures, flooring, appliances,
etc. If you take the time to shop around before you do your
budget, you can more easily stay within your budget when you do
your final selections.
Cost overruns are common in any construction project but with
knowledge and planning they can be kept within manageable
boundaries.
Cost overruns can plague any construction project. This occurs
so frequently that it is recommended you include a 5 to 10%
contingency fund in your budget. This will be used for items that
you will have no control over, such as problems found with the
land once excavation has begun.
Cost overruns may be minimized by following these steps to
prevent them:
Planning
Take the time to plan on paper what you want your house to look
like. When doing your budget, visit stores to look at appliances,
fixtures, cabinets, flooring, etc. In doing so, you will have a
clearer idea of what you want and more importantly, what it will
cost. Then, build that amount into your budget so there are no
surprises later.

Specify Materials
When working with a builder, be sure that the specific materials
you expect to be used are included in the bid and, subsequently, in
the contract. If your plans say wood floors and you are expecting
teak and get oak, your recourse is limited because you did not
specify it in writing.
Size, Style and Shape of the Home
These three factors can significantly contribute to the cost of
building your dream home:
Size – Work with even numbers and have your home size
rounded up or down to increments of two feet. This reduces
wasted materials. Also, build a home no deeper than 32 feet to
eliminate the need for specially designed trusses.
Style – Typically, it will cost less to build a two-story home
than a one-story home of similar square footage. A two-story
home will have a smaller roof and foundation. In addition,
plumbing and ventilation are more compact in two-story
homes.
Shape – Having more corners and angles will increase the
amount of labor and materials needed to build your dream
home. A rectangular or box-shaped home will cost less to
build.

Words of Wisdom!

Want to control project costs? Do your homework and
determine your project scope specification details. Clarify
and specify!

33 Fixed cost, time, materials or managed project?
A very common option for many first-time home builders/buyers
is to purchase a home from a tract builder. If you purchase a tract
home from a large homebuilder, you will probably end up with a
quality built home at a very competitive cost per square foot. More
competitive than most if not all custom homes. Good deal ... so
why doesn’t everyone buy a tract home? Good question!
Tract homebuilders have specific subdivisions that they develop
and many times the lots are relatively small and the build options
are typically limited.
If you are comfortable with those parameters, read no further.
Everyone has different life circumstances which will determine
what building method is best for them at their current position
in life. If you want to build on your own lot and want to have the
freedom to build your dream home exactly as you wish, then a
tract builder is not for you.
If a tract builder does not fit for you, another building option is
a fixed-cost option (commonly called turnkey) General Contract
from a custom homebuilder. Most often, the builder owns the
property, builds the house and then closes on the project at
completion based on a previously agreed-upon cost.
Let’s look at some other options. Moving on from a fixed-cost
General Contract you can look at a time and materials or a
Construction Management contract where you are given a budget
which is open ended to a certain extent with either a fixed fee, a
percentage on the total cost or a fixed square foot cost.
The advantage of this last option is that you have total control over
what you build and your bottom line cost. But a word of caution,
with the control and open-ended budget you will need to make
sure the builder you select is honest, transparent and has a track
history of being accurate and hitting budget numbers.

Another option is hiring a construction consultant to work with
you and enable you to act as the general contractor. You will have
total control and be able to enjoy additional savings over working
with a general contractor or construction manager. However, you
will be more actively involved with your build with this method.

Words of Wisdom!

Set your priorities, determine how actively involved you want to
be and what you want out of your build or remodel. Then you
can determine what method of building best fits your needs.

34 Turn up the heat! The more the better, right?
More is not necessarily better in many areas of life and, at times,
more HVAC is definitely not better.
Your HVAC contractor should provide what is commonly called
in the industry as a “load calculation”. This is a process where the
HVAC contractor enters information (such as the direction the
house is facing, the square footage of windows and doors and their
respective u-value, the type of floor, ceiling and wall insulations
and their r-value) and a number of other variables into a software
program. This program will determine the recommended load that
the house requires which is typically referred to in a number of
tons of HVAC.
If a system is properly sized, it will run at peak performance and
give you the lowest utility bill. If the system is under or worse yet
oversized, it will not operate in a cost-effective manner and your
utility bills will not be where they should be.
If the unit is undersized, it will run continuously and its lifespan
will be shortened. If the system is oversized it will continuously
cycle (start and stop). This, again, is not a good thing and will lead
to higher utility bills and shorter equipment life.

Words of Wisdom!

Comfort in your home can best be determined by a qualified
HVAC contractor. Listen to their recommendations and be ready
to invest in the proper system. Pay now or pay later, right?

35 Go green, energy efficient ... one and the same?
When a prospective client comes in my office and says that they
want a builder with experience in “green building” my response
is yes we have that experience. When we move on with our
discussions, I wlll attempt to get a clarification on what green
building means to them. Sometimes the answer is we want to have
a state-of-the-art home that is energy efficient.
The next client may answer the same question by saying they
want to limit the carbon footprint and make sure the building
components are green. People often shy away from the idea
of building green because of the general misconception that
sustainable building is more expensive.
In a way this is true, and in a way it isn’t. The initial upfront costs
associated with green building are more expensive than traditional
building practices. The reason for this is due, in part, to the fact
that the masses have yet to jump on board with green building. As
more and more people begin to consider sustainability in home
design and construction, prices for green building materials and
energy efficient appliances will begin to decrease.
However, even presently, the long-haul money-saving opportunities
associated with green building far surpass the upfront price tag.
Building a cost-efficient green home means appreciating and
understanding the money that will be saved each year from having
bought eco-friendly materials.
What are some of the various shades of green energy? There is
hydroelectricity, wind energy, solar power and geothermal energy.
All of these options will improve our environment by reducing
carbon dioxide emissions or the carbon footprint. They will also
reduce the typical utility bill saving you money well into the future.

Words of Wisdom!
When meeting with your builder make sure to clarify what
part of going green you are most interested in. Energy savings
or environmentally friendly building materials or both.

36 Insulation of all kinds ... selection and design?
As far as energy efficiency is concerned, your choice of insulation
and your heating system are the two most critical decisions. For
your heating system see Part 1 – 34. The more HVAC the better
right?) What insulation products are out there? You can use the
Pink Panther’s standard fiberglass insulation, blown cellulose,
spider fiberglass or open/closed cell foam insulation. Wow, so
many choices!
Let me complicate things a bit further … you can use some or all
of the above in various combinations to insulate your home. For
example, many times we recommend spraying a half inch of spray
foam and then using conventional batts or blown cellulose. Why
not just spray all foam? Many times we do, but hold that question.
Let’s get even more complicated … you can change where you
put the insulation. Many think it can only go in one place. We
recommend in many designs that our clients insulate the roof
rafters rather than the traditional insulation in the attic which
is blown on top of the ceiling joists. This is commonly called
“changing the building envelope” or extending or reducing the area
inside your home’s comfort zone.
What to choose and why? The selection of the proper insulation
for your home comes down to balancing the degree of energy
efficiency you get with the cost you pay. What insulation or
insulation combination gives you the most bang for your buck? It
depends on your home’s design and a number of other factors.
Again complicating the situation, you can’t look at insulation as an
isolated building component. For instance, are you better spending
more money on insulation or less money on insulation and more
money to get a more efficient heating system?

To properly answer the questions in this insulation section would
realistically take the whole book. What I do recommend is to ask
about experience with building energy efficient homes during your
builder selection process.
Can and has the builder built Energy Star Rated Homes or Leed
Certified Homes and installed many geothermal systems? Do they
use Icynene Foam Insulation or spider fiberglass products? If the
answer is a strong yes to all these questions, the builder should
be able to work with you to develop the most cost-effective and
efficient program for your home construction and design.

Words of Wisdom!
Listen to the recommendations of qualified builders,
subcontractors and suppliers using their many years of
experience to guide the best use of your energy dollars.

37 Secrets of soundproofing!
Do you have a bathroom on a common wall with a great room
or kitchen? Do you have a home theatre? Kids that love to play
in the basement? Answer yes to any of these questions and
soundproofing should be considered in your home design.
Sound is measured in STC or Sound Transmission Class rating.
A typical 2x4 uninsulated wall with ½ drywall on both sides has
an STC of about 34. If you add HVAC ducts, electrical plugs and
phone plugs, the STC may be as low as 25.
With an STC of 64, yelling would barely be heard in the next room.
How can you get that STC? By adding insulation? Not really!
Adding insulation does little to dampen sound.
The first step in soundproofing walls should be the same process
as you complete for energy efficiency. Caulk and seal gaps and
cracks, as this will help to block sound vibrations.
However, the real secret is to decouple the surfaces of the walls
you want to soundproof. The reason is sound travels mostly
through the wall studs. The easiest way is to add another layer of
drywall and do not screw it directly to the wall studs. Another way
is to stagger the wall studs and attach the drywall on each wall to
every other stud. That way there is no direct path for the sound to
travel.
There are sound attenuation blankets that are similar to insulation
but does a better job blocking sound. You can also add a number
of different types of materials to finished walls that will absorb
sound.

Words of Wisdom!
If sound is a concern to you either inside the house or from
exterior noise, tell your designer and builder so that they can
discuss the best solutions BEFORE you build.

38 Selecting subcontractors ... Low bid , right?
When selecting potential subcontractors for your new home,
you need to rely on your builder for bottom-line guidance in the
selection process. Can or should you select a sub that your builder
has not initially recommended. My answer is “yes” and maybe “no”!
Yes, a good builder should be open to using a subcontractor that
you have chosen. On the other side of the coin, your builder should
complete some due diligence on your proposed subcontractor
and check with suppliers that he works with to find out does
this subcontractor pay bills to suppliers on time, have the proper
insurances and have a good reputation in the building community?
If all the answers are “yes” then it is possible that this may be a
good subcontracor to work on your project.
Okay, you just said that with the above due diligence this “may” be
a good subcontractor to work on your project. Why would you want
to select another sub?
If you have selected a builder with a track record of many
successful projects, there will be a solid network of subcontractors
that are very grateful for support of their businesses. Bottom line:
these relationships can reap benefits tenfold to you.
Let me bring this home with a couple of real life examples:
We built a beautiful home for Fred and Donna and our HVAC
company installed an excellent Carrier system. From day one, we
had problems with this brand new system. Over a period of three
years, we changed compressors, controllers and a number of other
fixes all at our cost as any good builder should. Stand behind your
work! That’s fine but what about this situation from your new
homeowner’s point of view. They had you build a brand new custom
home and have been inconvenienced significantly by the hassle of
all the HVAC problems.

The solution is we put a brand new system in that our HVAC
guys paid for even though the replacement warranty period had
expired. Why? Because that sub had a vested interest in the
relationship with us as the builder which translated into significant
benefits to our client.
Susan, one of our clients, had shingles blowing off the roof of her
new home. Each time we properly repaired the roof at no cost to
her. After a period of about 18 months, the roofing supplier and
installer agreed to give Susan a brand new roof at no cost even
though the warranty period of one year had expired. Why? Again,
because the subs and suppliers had a solid relationship with their
builder which ultimately transferred to the homeowner.

Words of Wisdom!
Cost needs to be balanced with many other factors in choosing
your subcontractors. Use your builder’s relationships with
subcontractors to your advantage.

39 Windows to the world!
Windows are a critical part of almost every home. Why? Because
they are the single most energy-inefficient component of your
build. Making things more complicated, they are also one of
the most important aesthetic items in your home. The most
energy-efficient window however is no window at all. Comparing
windows to walls for efficiency they are about 80% less efficient.
Simply put, windows are measured in u-value which is an inverse
relationship to r-value with most people are familiar with. Making
a comparison in r-value, a typical wall section is R-18. Converting
a very energy-efficient window to r-value you would end up about
an R-2!
Some factors to consider when purchasing a window. First you
will need to select a style. One of the most common styles is a
double hung which has a pair of sashes that can slide up or down.
A casement window is basically a window that cranks out from
the side. A sliding window is just that, it slides from side to side.
A picture or fixed window is a panel of glass that does not open.
An awning window opens out and up by means of a crank. Bay
and bow windows project out and up and typically provide lots of
light.
One style is not necessarily better than another but remember
the more surface area of glass the less efficient the window will be
compared to a typical wall section.
Can you buy better more efficient windows? Absolutely! One
good attribute is a low-e tint that creates a more efficient window.
A gas in between the thermopanes called argon is another good
option. You certainly want to compare the u-values and the air
infiltration ratings of the specific brands and manufacturers.

Words of Wisdom!
Choose your window manufacturer, style and placement very
carefully as it will make a difference in your monthly utility bill.
Rely on your builder and local suppliers for recommendations.

40 Closure is good! Brick, stone, wood , vinyl?
This is a critical question that affects the short- and long-term
cost, protection and appearance of your home. Putting it simply,
there is no wrong answer here. These options all have quality
products on the market but let’s look at the pros and cons.
First, let’s look at the various costs of these options. Typically real
or cultured stone is the most costly, followed by brick, hardiplank,
(a composite cement board) wood and last vinyl siding. This is not
set in stone, (sorry for the pun!) for every different type or brand
of material but it does hold true as a general rule. From a cost
standpoint, you may also want to determine what option will have
the best resale value in your area.
Second, you may want to consider the long-term cost of
maintaining the exterior of your home. Typically, brick and stone
have very low maintenance costs, followed by vinyl, hardiplank
and wood respectively.
Third item of consideration is appearance. What do the homes
in your neighborhood have? What product or combination of
products do you think is attractive? If this is your dream home,
regardless of the cost or function you need to love it when you
come home every night!
Whatever exterior product you choose, just like with painting
your home, the preparation before the install is just as critical as
the install itself. Each application from stone to vinyl siding has
recommended materials and procedures to make sure that your
homes interior is protected from water and moisture. Educate
yourself on what is required and make sure that it is done. This
due diligence will only take an hour and can make the difference
between a dry and comfortable home or one with underlying
moisture, mold and mildew issues.

Words of Wisdom!

During planning and design of your home, ask your builder
the square foot cost of the various options. When he does your
quantity takeoffs, a simple calculation of quantity times product
cost will give you a good idea of potential savings.

41 What is PEX? Should I use it?
Cross-linked polyethylene is abbreviated PEX. It is an excellent
domestic water pipe for your house in place of copper which used
to be the de facto standard.
Besides being colorful and flexible, PEX is very durable with
less chance of future leaks and they are quieter and resistant to
extreme high or low temperatures. Where copper will freeze and
break most of the time PEX will not.
It is an environmentally friendly product and should last a
lifetime. Check with your builder or your plumber but most of the
time PEX is more cost-effective than copper.

Words of Wisdom!
With the recent high prices of copper, it has become a magnet
for theft. If you install PEX, no one will be cutting out or
damaging your plumbing to sell it for scrap.

42 Fireplaces ... conventional or prefab?
What is a prefab fireplace? Is that like for a house trailer? The
answer to that is no and the next information may surprise you!
Most of the fireplaces installed today in low-, medium- and highend homes are actually prefab.
A conventional fireplace is the most costly option. It normally
consists of masonry brick, block or stone and starts on bearing
ground and goes through the roof with the chimney, all full
masonry. The flues inside the chimney are typically vitrified clay
flues.
A prefab fireplace is inexpensive and lightweight. It consists of a
compact metal firebox, ash tray and insulated free standing sheet
metal chimney. These fireplaces will typically allow you to burn
wood or gas logs.
The trick is that many times you cannot tell the difference
between a full masonry fireplace and a prefab when you look
at them. A prefab normally has a brick or stone hearth, a wood
mantel and maybe even a brick veneer chimney. The differences
are normally not seen after the build is complete.
So what is the better option? The answer is either one. There are
lots of options to select when you choose a fireplace. You can have
gas logs, you can burn wood, you can have a sealed fireplace with
no chimney, you can have an electrical switch ignite the fireplace,
you can have a blower attached that draws heated air from inside
the walls of the fireplace and blows into the room. You can also
add whatever cosmetic items you wish outside of the fireplace and
chimney.

Words of Wisdom!

Take a tour of your local fireplace store and have them
explain all of the options and costs available with your choice
of fireplace. If a full masonry fireplace is still what you want,
then certainly ask your builder for a good mason to build it.

43 Color my world ... Tips on paint and stain!
In my 20’s, my construction company built a new sanctuary for
a local church. Our painter painted the ceiling with three coats
of paint. The darned ceiling still looked like it needed more. I
checked with a local paint supplier (whose paint we were not
using) and he said the paint I was using was junk. No pigment!
Moral of the story, the pigment in the paint is what costs the most
money, but it is also what enables the paint to cover. Don’t learn
the hard way! Buy quality paint from a reputable dealer and you
will save lots of time and money in the long run.
A number of years ago when latex paint was relatively new it was
not the greatest product other than it made cleanup easier. Today
they have washable latex paints that are as good or better than the
oil base paints. My recommendation is you can use either one just
make sure you do not purchase an inferior product.
Some tips on interior and exterior painting. Paint preparation
is almost more important that the applying of the paint itself.
A case in point. I was called to my dentist personal home to
look some problems with his paint. ( I did not build or paint his
house!) When I looked around he had beautiful crown mold in all
the rooms that had cracks at the bottom and top of the molding.
What happened? The painter did not properly prep and caulk
around the molding before he painted it. After a year or so the
normal expansion and contraction created very unsightly gaps.
Make sure the surface is clean, free of dust and properly caulked
with quality latex caulk around all trim. For the best coverage and
to eliminate imperfections in the drywall, use a flat paint! Using
a satin or semi-gloss shows flaws in the drywall. Look at using a
satin or semi gloss on your wood trim, bathroom walls and even
the kitchen as it is much easier to clean and is more durable.

Words of Wisdom!
Use the expertise of your local paint supplier or professional
painter when selecting your paint. Cheaper in this area equals
more time and money to get a quality finished product.

44 Flooring ... is it only to walk on?
There are four principal types of finish flooring: wood, hard tile,
resilient tile and carpet. Choosing the right flooring for your
home should be based on suitability, initial cost, durability,
maintenance, comfort and appearance.
Wood flooring is a good thermal insulator so it tends to feel warm
underfoot. Many people with allergies favor wood as carpet tends
to hold allergens. Wood floors typically are either hardwood or
softwood. Your local floor covering supplier has lots and lots of
choices.
Some do’s and don’ts of wood flooring. When selecting your
flooring, take into account the use and abuse it may take. Do you
have large dogs with claws? Does your family bring in gravel from
the driveway on their shoes? Are certain areas flat out high traffic?
If so, you should select a hardwood that can be sanded and
refinished a number of times. Many inexpensive prefinished
woods cannot be sanded and refinished. When making your
selection, ask your supplier this very important question.
When installing your hardwood, make sure that your installer
follows the manufacturer’s installation instructions. Most
hardwoods need to acclimate to the moisture and temperature
of the area that they are being laid. This is critical to safeguard
your floor warranty and to prevent the material from warping or
cracking. How do you know the install instructions? Very simple!
They are printed on every box.
Hard tiles include ceramic, mosaic, quarry and marble tiles. Most
people love tiles because they are durable, waterproof, easy to
clean and attractive. One of the main concerns with hard tiles is
that it is imperative that they are installed on a rigid foundation
or underlayment. Again, as with wood floors, make sure that your
tile is installed according to the manufacturer’s specifications.

Resilient flooring is so called because it is pliable and flexible. It is
popular because it is easy to install and inexpensive. This flooring
can be made up of vinyl, linoleum, asphalt and other materials.
Some disadvantages are that high heels or sharp objects can
damage it, heavy furniture or appliances can cause indentations, it
is vulnerable to heat and many times sunlight can cause it to fade.
Last but not least, carpet is very popular because it is colorful,
absorbs sound and has a relatively soft feel. One tip with carpet
is to not skimp on the pad. The better quality and weight pad
will help your carpet to last longer and have a much better feel
underfoot.
If you are purchasing carpet, it is normally better to let the floor
covering supplier or installer measure the quantity. Many carpets
can only be laid and seamed in certain directions so a total square
foot number can vary for the same room depending on the carpet
selected.

Words of Wisdom!
Selecting the right flooring materials is more than just picking
a surface to walk on. Make sure you select the best short- and
long-term solution for your floorcovering needs.

PART TWO:
ALTERNATE METHODS
OF CONSTRUCTION

1 Log and timber frame homes
Interested in building a log or timber frame home?
Many people dream of building or owning a log home. The log
home industry has been growing at a rate of 15% for the last 10
years. Here are some key items to think about when considering
building a log home:
Log homes typically cost 30% to 50% more than a conventionally
built home but the same size log home is typically worth 30% to
40% more than a conventional home.
Log homes usually sell much faster than regular homes and are
harder to build than traditional homes.
Log homes can be built to almost any set of plans, but with the
cost of log homes being considerably more than traditionally built
homes, here are some suggestions on how to keep the cost down
as much as possible:
Keep the exterior log structure as rectangular as possible. As with
all construction, every extra corner adds to the cost of the project.
This is especially true with log homes. Simple rectangular, “T”, or
“L” shaped homes work best, so keep the roof structure as simple
as possible.
Build only part of your home with logs, such as the great room or
front porch and build the rest of the home in the more traditional
manner. Build most or all of the interior walls with traditional
framing. This allows drywall to be put up, which breaks up all the
wood and brightens the home.
Plan on putting all of the plumbing on the interior walls. Carving
out space for plumbing lines in a log structure is very difficult
and not recommended. Without insulation, water lines can easily
freeze. Install the least amount of electrical fixtures in the log
structure as possible. One simple way to do this is to install the
plug boxes in the floor vs. the wall of the log structure.

Install most of your kitchen cabinets on a flat interior wall or plan
on building a wall in front of the log wall in your kitchen area.
Cabinets can be installed on log wall but it is very difficult and
costly.
Climate and moisture content of the logs need to be considered
depending on where you are building your log home. As logs dry
out they shrink, sometimes a substantial amount. Manufacturers
have developed techniques for dealing with this shrinkage, such
as leaving four to six inches above every door and window or
installing special systems to help level the floor or ceiling.
Another way to achieve the feel of a log home is to build a
traditional home and add log accents. This can include almost any
part of the home such as: siding, posts, beams, stairs, railing, trim
around windows and doors, fireplace mantles, built-in furniture
and more. One can create the feel of a log home without the cost
of a complete log home.
Log homes are liveable, comfortable and calm. Maybe it’s built
into our psychology from centuries of our ancestors living in
natural settings, but everything from acoustics to even the natural
smell of wood in the home results in a very warm and comfortable
atmosphere. Quiet environments and calm settings reduce the
stress of daily life and, therefore, promote healthy living.

Words of Wisdom!
Log homes are typically 30% to 50% more expensive than
traditional construction but can be a wonderful building
alternative.

2 You’re being framed! Stick built or truss?
When I started in the building business, there was no such thing
as pre-engineered trusses, truss joists, glu-lam beams and the
whole engineered lumber industry. Thankfully, this industry is a
boon and blessing to residential and commercial building.
When you ask for a stick built roof from your framer, you are
asking to use dimensional lumber to install ceiling joists, roof
rafters and the necessary cripples, collar ties and roof bracing.
When your carpenter installs roof trusses, they are installing
a custom built modular truss that includes a ceiling joist, roof
rafters and all the bracing.
What is better, stick built or pre-engineered trusses? To answer a
question with a question, I will ask my clients if they want to use
the attic space as dedicated storage space. If so, the stick built
option is the best because it gives you more free open space than
if you went with a pre-engineered truss.
If I asked you the space question and your response is we have
plenty of storage space elsewhere in the house then I would
recommend that your builder check the most cost-effective
method to construct the roof. Depending on the configuration
sometimes trusses are much more cost-effective, sometimes not.

Words of Wisdom!
Needs should determine wants when making the decision
between stick built and trusses. You can’t change your mind
after the build!

3 ICF ... what are these funny letters?
With today’s modern technology, there are many alternative
products and techniques to build a home other than the
traditional stick built home. One of the most popular alternatives
is using Insulated Concrete Forms, also known as ICFs. ICFs are
forms or molds with built-in insulation which accept reinforced
concrete.
The basic design is two sheets of Styrofoam connected together
by plastic or metal connectors. Steel reinforcement called rebar
is placed inside the forms and concrete is poured into the forms.
The forms are then left in place and become a part of the building.
Why would you choose ICF as part of your building plan?
Comfort – ICF walls are highly wind resistent, resulting in no
drafts or cold spots. Therefore, a home built with ICF is very well
insulated and costs less to heat and cool once it is built.
Safe and Healthy – ICF is made of non-toxic materials, thereby
creating a healthier environment for you and your family. Also,
with no air infiltration, you and your family are not bothered by
dust or allergens. In addition, there are no cavity walls for mold,
mildew, insects or rodents to infest. These walls have a two-hour
fire rating and can withstand a severe storm hit. Since 1983,
insurance claims due to a majority of severe storm events have
been doubling every five years.
Flexibility in Design – Drywall can be attached directly to the
forms on the inside while stucco, cultured stone and siding can be
attached directly to the outside. Framing and insulation will not
have to be added where ICF has replaced foundation walls. ICFs
can take the place of just the foundation or can go all the way up
to the roof line.
Quiet – Your outside noise is significantly muted due to the
thickness of the walls.

Energy Efficiency – Because a home built with ICF is well
insulated and not drafty, your ongoing energy costs are less than
with a conventional stick built home.
Every ICF home saves approximately 8.5 trees and effectively
preserves nature’s air filters.
The most common use of ICFs is for the basement level of a
home. This is the most cost-effective use of the forms. As the
height of the wall gets higher, the cost goes up, but there are
many examples of ICF walls going all the way to the roof line.

Words of Wisdom!
ICFs are gaining ground as a foundation system as well as
an alternative to conventional construction.

4 SIPs – more funny letters.
An alternative building system to a conventional stick built home
is called SIPs. SIPs is an acronym for Structurally Insulated
Panels. SIPs are made up of rigid form core insulation, laminated
between two layers of wood sheathing called OSB (Oriented
Strand Board).
SIPs replace several components of conventional building such as
studs and joists, insulation, vapor barriers and air barriers. They
are most commonly used to build exterior walls but are also used
for floor and roof systems.
Some of the advantages of using SIPs in building your dream
home are:
A home built using SIPs will have a tighter building envelope,
creating walls with higher insulation value and fewer drafts.
This results in a decrease in operating costs while maintaining a
comfortable interior environment for you and your family. SIPs
have earned the U.S. Government’s Energy Star designation.
Studies done by Oak Ridge National Laboratory show that when
whole wall r-value is measured, SIPs outperform wood-framed
walls. By eliminating the loss of heating and cooling energy
through space in the insulation, SIPs dramatically reduce the
amount of energy used to heat and cool your home. A SIPs room
was found to be 14 times more airtight than an equivalent room
with 2x6 construction, sheathing, insulation and drywall.
A SIPs home uses up to 35% less raw lumber than a traditional
stick built home and generates much lower amounts of
construction site waste.
The indoor air quality for a SIPs home is superior to conventional
construction because there is no release of chlorofluorocarbons.
They are naturally fire resistant because there is no oxygen in the
form core. They are pest and mold resistant also.

SIPs are very easy to install which saves time and labor costs.
According to recent statistics, there is a savings of 30% to 35% in
the time required for construction using SIPs methods compared
to stick built methods. The exterior walls and roof can be
constructed in eight to ten hours for a typical 1,600 square foot
home. There are no bulging studs, twisted lumber or shrinking
wood due to drying with SIPs, therefore the walls are straighter
making cabinets, tile etc., easier to install on flat walls.
They have been tested at 200+ mile-an-hour winds with no
damage. This is equivalent to more than a level 5 hurricane.
They have been tested at 7 on the Richter Scale for resistance to
earthquakes.
Some disadvantages of SIPs in your dream home are:
They are traditionally more expensive than conventional stick
building, though these costs are offset down the road by energy
savings. With this building system, just like in building an
underground home, much of the electrical conduit and other
mechanicals have to be planned in advance and included inside
the sandwiched panel system at the manufacturing plant rather
than installed on site as with typical conventional builds.
Ask your builder if he has built SIPs homes before as they require
a bit of different knowledge base than working with conventional
construction.
Make sure the manufacturer of SIPs panels that your builder uses
has significant experience in the manufacturing and installation
of these panels. Again, spend some time on due diligence not
only with your builder but also with any critical suppliers or
subcontractors.

Words of Wisdom!
SIPs are a very energy-efficient and structurally strong
building alternative though they can be more costly and a bit
tricky on the install. Experience counts!

5 Out of this world ... solar options!
Solar options can be incorporated into any conventional or
alternative building method. Solar homes can be active, passive or
both.
Passive solar is taking advantage of the sun by a couple of
methods. First, indirect gain is to create large blocks of concrete,
glass or other material to absorb heat during the day and then
release it in the cooler night. Direct gain gathers solar energy for
more immediate use using south facing glass walls to allow the
sun to freely enter. Isolated gain systems collect and store heat in
an area thermally isolated from the living area.
Active solar systems use fans or blowers to circulate the treated
air. The most popular system uses solar collectors which are large
panels that collect the energy from the sun for heating home
space and also hot water. As with passive solar, you can use
active solar heating and cooling as your primary source of climate
control or as a secondary source.
When a home or building is referred to as “off the grid” it
generally means that it produces more electricity than it
consumes.

Words of Wisdom!

Many passive solar options can be incorporated by the
design alone with little or no cost. Many times, active solar
systems can be incorporated into your new home with a very
reasonable payback period.
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1 Diary of a crazy remodeler quiz!
Are you so busy that you are running around like a chicken with
its head cut off? If you wonder if you should really undertake that
remodeling project that has been on your mind for a long time,
please take this simple test.
One. Do you cook at home for your family and spend a significant
amount of time in your kitchen?
Two. Do you argue with your spouse often over the subject of
money?
Three. Do you work over 35 hours per week outside of your home?
Four. Do you dislike shopping for home-related items such as paint,
door knobs, cabinets and the like?
Five. Do you frequently travel away for business or pleasure. More
than once a week or for more than two or three days?
Six. Do you have a family of young children that you spend a
significant part of your day with them and their activities?
Seven. Are you involved with volunteer work that takes up over 15
hours of your time each week?
Eight. Are you thinking of downsizing or moving from the home
you want to renovate in the near future?
Nine. Do you have the responsibility to care for an elderly parent or
special needs child?
Ten. Do you have a pet that needs a significant amount of care?

Words of Wisdom!
Never say never, but the more “yes” answers, the more you
should ratchet down your daily activities during your remodel.

BEFORE

AFTE R

2 Should I stay or should I go?
This is a very important question that you need to think through
before you start your remodel project. I have done it both ways
with many clients … sometimes staying works and sometimes it
doesn’t. Your happiness is more a factor of the tolerance you have
for the construction affecting your daily life rather than money or
other factors.
You will need to seriously ask yourself and your family how well
you can tolerate someone working in your home the majority of
the day. Even with the proper precautions of segregating the work
areas off from the living portions of the home, you are still going
to have to deal with noise and a certain amount of dust.
The cost of moving or living somewhere else certainly needs to be
considered as well as the size and scope of the renovation you are
planning. Will the electric service need to be turned off for any
significant amount of time? Will the heating and cooling systems
need to be disabled? Will the roof be removed so that the weather
can create some negative consequences to your comfort of living
in your home during the renovation?
Another question to ask is are you going to be actively involved
with the renovation? If you are doing some of the painting, floor
or trim install, it may be more convenient for you to stay in the
house during the renovation.

Words of Wisdom!
When you have some doubts, if you can move out during a
major renovation, at least for a short duration, it will probably
work out better for you.

BEFORE

AFTE R

3 Is it feasible to add a 2nd story to my home?
You notice the question is not can I add a 2nd story addition to
my existing home? because my answer would be always be yes!
(Providing building restrictions are not in place!) The key to my
question is the word “feasible”. Adding the word “feasible” brings
in the cost involved in the construction, zoning height restrictions,
appraisal value concerns and more.
When you work with a professional remodeling contractor, they
will be able to price the total cost of the renovation and give you
some hard numbers on whether your proposed renovation is the
best way to expand. Maybe finishing your basement or expanding
on the ground level is the most cost-effective option.
Your professional should also be able to tell you based on similar
homes in the area, if you are pricing yourself out of the market by
your renovation costs.
They should also research the subdivision covenants and
restrictions, deed restrictions, local and national building codes to
make sure all your bases are covered.

Words of Wisdom!
With renovations, it is better not to ask “can” but rather
does my proposed renovation make sense when all things
are considered.

4 Ten things not to do when remodeling
One. Stay in your home during a major renovation when your
tolerance for disruption of your daily life is low.
Two. Do not over build for your neighborhood. Make sure your
building professional evaluates the costs of your renovation and
final home appraisal value compared to neighborhood home sales.
Three. Do not be your own general contractor without the help of
a builder, consultant or project manager.
Four. Do not select a builder, general contractor or project
manager for your remodel solely based on lowest bid. Most
professionals that sell only on cost should probably be crossed
off your list. Certainly price should be considered as well as other
critical criteria. See Part 1-7 Tips to selecting a builder.
Five. Do not hammer a nail before you have all your critical
insurances in place! You will be gambling your total net worth! See
Part 1-24 Liability quicksand to avoid.
Six. Do not move forward in the remodel process without a clear
agreement with your builder or project manager on work hours
and access into the home.
Seven. Do not start without the proper building permits which can
include the local or state inspections for structural components,
plumbing, HVAC, electrical and others depending on where you
are building.
Eight. Do not start your project without the proper financial
arrangements in place. You definitely do not want to tell your
builder or subcontractor they will not be getting paid.
Nine. Do not start construction without a clear plan of
communication between your builder, project manager or
consultant and the remaining subs and suppliers. Will you be
using texts, e-mail, fax, telephone or web and how often?

Ten. Do not start construction without written contracts with
builders and subs, written project specifications, architectural
plans, a calendar schedule and a detailed budget.

Words of Wisdom!
As the Boy Scouts’ motto states: “Be prepared.” It will save
you a lot of time, money and heartache in the long run.

5 Asbestos, lead, radon, mold ... they are that bad!
Building a new home you should not have to deal with these four
nasties. But if you are remodeling, you may encounter them so
you need to be in the know.
If you are planning a major renovation of an older home tests
should be performed to determine the presence of these
materials. They are hazardous to your family’s health. Cancers
due to asbestos and lead poisoning in children are not things
to be trifled with. Your state’s Department for Environmental
Protection can be a good resource for testing resources.
Asbestos was used for insulation and fireproofing in many homes
built from 1920 to 1960. It can be found in floor tile, pipe
insulation, roofing, siding, shingles and many other common
building materials. If your renovation involves demolition, then
you definitely want to make sure that they are handled properly
during your renovation. Removal and proper disposal of asbestos
is a relatively expensive process and needs to be performed by
licensed professionals.
Almost all homes built before 1960 used lead-based paint, which
is now banned. Lead was also common in plumbing pipes. If
ingested, especially by children under six, the effects can be very
debilitating. There are do-it-yourself test kits available on the
market, but my recommendation is to bring in a professional to
do a proper assessment.
Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas that comes from
the soil. It is documented as the second leading cause of cancer in
the U.S. Do not ignore this warning. Testing devices are available
that you can use. Just make sure they are certified by the EPA.
There are Radon Reduction Contractors that are certified by the
EPA or other local government agencies. Radon reduction can be
expensive or not depending on the design of the home.

Mold is the last toxic substance that we will discuss. Mold spores
are virtually everywhere in the environment where we live. But
again it is a substance that should not be ignored. Mold grows in
warm moist areas. If your home has a wet basement, leaky gutters
or defective siding … there is a good chance that you have mold
in your home. There are certifications for professionals that deal
with mold remediation. Find one and use their expertise if you
think you have a mold problem.
If you are selecting a builder for your remodel, ask them what
qualifications they have in dealing with these problems.

Words of Wisdom!
If you encounter any of these four nasties in your renovation
process, take care of them as they will not go away on their
own and may be seriously hazardous to your family.

6 Remodeling your basement
If you want to fix your basement up because you want the extra
room, that’s okay. If you do it because you want to add to the
appraised value of your home, remember that the amount you
spend may not directly correlate dollar for dollar into increased
value.
Some things to consider when finishing your basement:
First, make sure that it is a completely dry basement. This may
involve installing an interior drainage system, diverting exterior
water away from the house, epoxy injection of cracks or any
number of other solutions. You don’t want to spend your hard
earned money to make a beautiful functional but WET basement!
Give your new basement height. This may involve removing the
concrete floor and soil underneath but if you currently have very
low ceilings, it may be worth the money spent. No matter how
much you spend on your remodel, if you have a six- to seven-foot
tall basement ceiling that is definitely not good!
Let there be light. If you have a walkout basement, it is relatively
easy to add patio doors or additional windows. If you have a
partial walkout, you may be able to open your basement by
changing the outside grade and adding some retaining walls. If
you have a pit basement, then you can still add light by installing
window wells with additional windows.
Make it warm and cozy. This can be done easily by laying specific
floor coverings that warm the room. Carpet is a good option and
dark hardwood floors with rugs are another good option. You can
add some exposed brick or stone or even a ventless fireplace. The
walls can have wall coverings, acoustical tile or warm paint colors.
When finishing your basement, don’t forget the insulation, vapor
barrier and proper HVAC. Your basement will never feel warm if
your systems keep the temperature at 50 degrees!

Provide access to your basement. If you can have access to
the outdoors from a walkout area or exterior stairway that is a
function plus it can also be used as an emergency exit. Make sure
to check your local building codes for the basement ingress/egress
requirements.
Try and put a bathroom in your plans. If you have overnight
guests or just a small party, it is always nice not to have to send
everyone upstairs to another bathroom. When building a new
house, go ahead and rough a bath in even if you don’t use it right
away.
Make sure to address all the proper mechanicals. Your electric
needs to be up to code, your HVAC will most likely need to be
modified as well as your plumbing. A finished basement that is
only half finished is not desirable.
Decorate and furnish your newly renovated basement. You can
add a pool or ping pong table, fitness equipment, wine rack,
bookshelves or a theatre room depending on your basement’s
intended end use. Inexpensive posters, pictures, plants or an
aquarium can really make the space feel like home!

Words of Wisdom!
Finish your basement if you need the space. Just remember
that you may not recoup all of your money if you use top-end
finishes.

PART FOUR:
GROUND BREAKING

1

Building in the 21st century.

I went to a local home show last spring and watched one of
my competitor’s PowerPoint presentation outlining his new
method of building in the 21st century. Great presentation and
I wholeheartedly supported his system. Lucky we had adopted a
similar system four years prior!
What should your builder have in place and show you during your
due diligence in selecting him or his competitor? How will your
total homebuilding experience be? How is this builder better than
the last builder you had who was an old school guy but a great
carpenter and fairly good builder. Why change partners, so to
speak?”
Again, very pertinent questions that deserve a direct response!
Building your own custom home is an exciting experience. As you
know, there are lot of important decisions you will need to make
from the time you approve the initial drawings to moving into
your new home. Your builder knows how important every decision
you make is, and how important it is that you should be able to
follow every aspect of your building process.
What’s the solution? You should have secure online access to
your own webpage with all of the details for your new home!
You should be able to track photos of the construction, send
customized photo albums of your home’s progress with the click
of a button, view and change the build schedule in a detailed
construction calendar, view and approve change orders and
selections, as well as access all important documents online.
You should be able to see, view and download approved invoices
for payment, lien releases, photos, design changes and all your
important documents. You should have total access, with the
ability to set total or limited access to some or all subcontractors
and suppliers. From online warranty claims to the online
messaging system, you should be able to easily communicate with
your builder and his team 24/7, no matter if you are at home,
work or even on vacation!

Does it make a significantly positive difference in your
homebuilding experience? Absolutely! Is this technology out
there? Certainly. Do all builders have it? Certainly not! But you
need to ask the question “What kind of technology package are
you offering so that I am seamlessly involved in my building
project?”

Words of Wisdom!
If you ask your prospective builder what technology package
is offered and the reply is “a pencil and a yellow pad”… keep
on shopping for a construction partner!

2 Deciphering codes. What permits do I need?
Better to ask this question now than find out later by dealing with
fines and tearing out completed work. The first permit normally
required is a general building permit you get from a building
department in the city or town where the property is located.
Some areas require multiple permits and some do not require
any, so make sure you ask! This permit application typically will
have information on zoning requirements, state and local building
codes, energy conservation requirements, submittals required
such as a property survey, heating and cooling requirements, well
water test, sanitary sewer or septic and insurance stipulations.
During the process of building, there are normally permits
required for multiple trades that work on your house. Remember
each local area is different, so rely on your builder and municipal
building officials’ expertise.
Your plumber, electrical and HVAC contractors typically will pull
their own permits in addition to the general building permit which
your builder will normally get. When selecting subcontractors
and getting pricing, make sure that they have included the proper
permits.
Each permit typically has a list of requirements, codes and
inspections. Your building permit will typically require a concrete
footing, foundation and floor inspection, a framing inspection, a
rough-in inspection of the plumbing, electrical and HVAC before
being covered with drywall, then a final plumbing, electrical and
HVAC inspection and last but not least a C/O or certificate of
occupancy. You will normally need this document before you can
legally move into your new home.

Words of Wisdom!
Check on the permits required and make sure they are in
place! It is not worth the aggravation with local building
officials if you or one of your contractors end up in violation.

3 Digging in ... Oh no, we hit rock!
Rock in many areas of the country can prevent or make the
installation of a basement more costly. One easy and helpful
test is to take a 1/2 inch piece of reinforcing bar about four to
five foot in length and drive into the ground with a hammer or
sledgehammer. This will give you a general idea of what you
potentially may hit when you start excavation. Another option is
to arrange for a backhoe to dig a few test holes in the area where
you want to put your basement.
If you want to know exactly what you will encounter during your
excavation you can hire a geotechnical engineer and have him
do some test borings. The only problem with this option is that
it may cost you $2-3K for the information. Most people would
rather pay that money to remove the rock not just find out it is
there!
What do you do if you encounter rock? The least expensive way
is to get your excavation contractor to remove with a highlift or
loader. If the rock is too hard, they may need to use a hoe-ram
which is kind of like a jackhammer attached to a backhoe.
If have a large amount of rock to remove and an area that will
permit drilling and blasting then that can be an option. Always
make sure that your contractors have the proper insurance and
experience in this line of work.

Words of Wisdom!
Ask your builder for costs and recommendations of various
options. This is not a place to use the “lowest bidder”! Make
sure you select a fully insured and experienced contractor.

4 Scheduling for success!
Do you need a project calendar? If you read the last section, I
think the YES answer is pretty self-explanatory. However, for
the sake of argument, you may ask the question “Why do I need
a detailed project calendar if the reason I am hiring my builder
in the first place is to take care of those things?” That is a fair
question that deserves a response.
A good project calendar will tell you who is going to be on the
job site on a specific day. This is helpful if you need to ask them
questions or clarify plans or specifications.
It does not matter if you use a GC, project manager or
construction consultant … you will have certain selections that
will need to be made in a timely manner so that the job can
proceed on schedule. A construction calendar is that tool.
You want agreed-upon start and completion dates for your project
so that all parties understand their time constraints on your new
home or remodel and can plan their schedules accordingly.
Let’s face it, as with most everything “Time is money!” The longer
the building project takes, the more soft costs are going to be
incurred. Interest on your money, temporary utilities, added
lodging costs, etc.

Words of Wisdom!

A good critical process construction calendar (calendar that
can easily be modified – change one area of the schedule and
the remaining items change accordingly) is worth its weight
in gold to keep you on track and on budget.

5 Setting standards. How to measure quality?
When you are interviewing prospective builders, one of your
questions should be how can you assure me that I am going to get
a quality built home. What set of standards do you use to measure
quality during the construction of my home?
If they waffle on the answer, be careful. Just a red flag! A good
builder should clearly tell you what quality standards are used
and how they are evaluated. There are a number of standards out
there and I don’t want to pitch one against the other.
The bottom line is that they are independent from the specific
contractor or contractors. There are concrete standards, framing
lumber standards, HVAC. plumbing, electrical and drywall quality
standards just to name a few.
Hopefully, you and your builder will see eye to eye on the final
product. If not, then you should clearly understand what the
standards are for the specific components of a quality job.

Words of Wisdom!
Don’t wait until you are ready to move into your new home to
bring up concerns with quality. You do yourself and your builder
a disservice by not addressing these problems when they occur!

6 Will I be in my new home by the holiday?
When selecting your builder make sure to ask what the time frame
will be from start to finish and what happens if it takes longer
than the allotted time.
Most builders will agree to a locked-in timeframe for the build
but will normally include reasonable accommodations for bad
weather, change orders and other items out of their control that
could potentially delay the final build completion date.
Quite often a builder will add in a contingency to your contract
price to cover his costs should he have a penalty due to a late
completion.

Words of Wisdom!

Always ask for a comprehensive list of references from
previous clients where the builder has completed similar
projects. Call them and find out firsthand if the builder hit the
timetable and if not why?

7 Change orders ... necessary but manageable evil!
If you take the time to plan your home on paper before breaking
ground, you can minimize the number of change orders. Change
orders frequently increase the cost of your project because they
were not planned for in the original budgeting. If you agree
to a change order and there is an expense involved, you are
responsible for those costs unless the contractor has agreed to pay
for the change. Depending upon the extent of the change, it can
involve modifying the original plans and having the local building
authority review the changes including the labor and materials.
Always check with your builder on any changes to the original
plan and design. They can help you determine the financial impact
of the change on your project. Changes to construction projects
represent the single most common reason a project goes over
budget and/or the completion is delayed. Take the time to plan
before you build.
When you contract with either a builder or subcontractor, they
will provide you a bid for their supplies and/or services. The
bid spells out the services and materials to be provided. The
original contract also outlines the design for your home and the
projected final house you will have. If problems arise during the
construction process or you change your mind about what you
want to be done, a change order should always be completed.
The change order details the new plan, including services,
materials and any design changes that you have mutually agreed
upon as well as the additional costs for these changes and who
is responsible for the costs. The change order then becomes the
valid contract by which you or your builder must legally abide.
That doesn’t seem like such a big deal, right? However, changes
to construction projects represent the single most common reason
a new home or remodel project goes over budget and/or the
completion is delayed. Let’s look at an example of why that might
occur. You are talking with John your window guy who suggests
you might want to put a skylight into that new upstairs bathroom
you are having added. When you ask him how much that will be,

John replies, “I can get you a great one for about $125.” So you
tell him that is a great idea and to go ahead. What you may not
realize is that the framer will need to come back to frame that
in and then the wallboard guy will have to put in the sheetrock,
etc. It might even need some changes to the original design and
engineering for the project. What looked like a great $125 idea
could be over $1,000 by the time you are done. A few of these
change orders and you can be significantly over budget before you
finish your project.
A good builder will use the planning and design phase as a time
to nail down the project’s specifications and thus to minimize the
number of change orders on your project. Time spent up front
planning your project on paper before any workers ever step on
your property will be time (and money) well spent!
A quality builder should work with you to plan your dream home
on paper and minimize the need for change orders. If a change
does come up during construction, always talk to your builder first
to help you evaluate the total cost of the change and how it fits
into your budget.

Words of Wisdom!
Change is inherently part of the construction process so
document and remember prior planning is worth its weight in
gold in reducing costly change orders.

8 What is a lien release and do I really need it?
As crazy as this may sound, the lien releases you receive from
your subcontractors can be some of the most often overlooked
and most valuable paperwork you collect.
A lien release is simply a one-page document that your
subcontractors sign after receiving a payment. This document
states that after receipt of the specific payment, the subcontractor
gives up his lien rights. In other words, they cannot come back
and file a lien on your property for the released payments.
Sound like a bunch of mumbo jumbo? It may, but in the same
vein the lien release is your superman kryptonite that protects you
from future mechanic’s liens on your house.

Words of Wisdom!
Sometimes the most innocent and simple paperwork we
gather turns out to be the most important down the road!

9 10 tips for a smooth road during construction
One to three. The first three steps for a smooth road during
construction are communication, communication, communication!
Keep an open line of comments and discussion with your builder.
If you are not happy tell him and why and if you are pleased ... by
all means tell him and why.
Four. Half the communication battle can be dealt with by having
the systems and tools in place that facilitate clear, consistent and
continuous communication. The main one of those tools/systems is
discussed in detail in Part 4 – 1 Building in the 21st century.
Five. If it doesn’t cost you time or money, don’t sweat it. Chances
are your problem is not worth losing sleep over.
Six. Keep track of your expenses, manage the cash flow and your
budget on a daily basis. If you don’t, at least make sure your
builder does.
Seven. Manage your project schedule with a detailed calendar
Eight. Put it in writing. Make sure agreements with your builder,
subcontractors and suppliers are detailed and in writing. That
includes change orders, lien releases and contracts.
Nine. Surround yourself with professionals. Your designer choice,
your builder choice, your vendor and supplier choices all need
to have a solid track record. Don’t be the one that provides your
selections with badly needed experience!
Ten. Have fun! Get your family involved and make a point to
“smell the roses” or maybe in this case smell the “fresh cut
lumber!”

Words of Wisdom!
This building process is not rocket science ... but it is a long and
involved process. Keep your eyes on the ball and stay in good
company and you will have an exciting and rewarding build.

10, Brick, stone and shingles must get along!
When you select your brick, just like your shingles, you will
need to narrow down your choices. See Part 4 – 11. This can be
done with the small sample boards but before you confirm your
selection make sure to tell the brickyard that you want to see a
completed home with the brick you have selected.
And, you want to go one step further. Find a home with a similar
brick and shingle combination to what you have selected. Most
brick and shingle suppliers are glad to provide a list of recent
projects where they have installed your selections. Your builder
and local realtor are also some good options to help you find
similar properties.

Words of Wisdom!
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure as they say.
Don’t have these items installed on your house to find out they
don’t match!

11 My shingles sample looks great! Roof on … or not?
I built a house for Jim and Susan a couple of years ago. They were
a wonderful couple to work with. Jim was a busy medical doctor
and Susan was a practicing nurse. With two active young children
in the household, they lead a busy lifestyle.
When the framing progressed to where they needed to make the
shingle selection, I gave them my standard advice. Pick out a
shingle style and color at the local lumber yard and then make
sure you ask them to see a couple of houses that have this specific
shingle installed. Doctor Jim got busy, picked a shingle out and
forgot to go and check it out on a house. Later that week, our
roofers installed his new roof.
When a neighbor who was head of the local homeowners’
association drove by Jim and Susans house, he had some bad
news for them. He informed them that they would have to replace
their brand new roof. Jim was not a happy camper.
What happened? Jim selected a shingle that was gray … or looked
gray on the sample. Too busy to see some houses with that shingle
installed, he told the roofer to proceed. Unfortunately, once
installed it looked closer to white which was prohibited in the
subdivision covenants and restrictions.
Guess what? Jim had to reroof his new roof with a darker color
shingle at a cost of over $5,000. A hard lesson to experience!

Words of Wisdom!
Again, an once of prevention is worth a pound of cure! Listen
to your builder for that important information that will save
you serious time and money!

12 Job site rules that save you time and money!
Depending on how you participate in the building process, the job
site should be something that you manage by a few simple rules.
Designate an area you will use as a construction office. Even if
it is a corkboard tacked to the wall with a garbage can as a desk.
That way you can post plans, permits, inspections and other
paperwork to update the subs as the project progresses.
Make sure that the site is as safe as possible. Fill in or cover
ditches or holes as quickly as possible. At least mark them with
orange flagging tape or a safety cone. Put a garbage can or trash
dumpster on site and tell all contractors to use it. If you ask your
contractor, they should be able to give you an OSHA pamphlet
on safety do’s and don’ts. If not, go on the web and there is lots
of information. Even if you are using a builder, it is your site.
You have the right and the responsibility to address any safety
concerns.
Make sure you have a port-a-potty on the site when construction
begins for the convenience of the workers. Make sure you have
temporary electric and water. You will need electric for most all
subs and water if you are installing brick or stone. The electrician
normally will facilitate setting up temporary power and your
plumber will do the same for temporary water.
Only deliver the materials that you can reasonably have your subs
install within a day or two. A full lumber package delivered on the
day your job starts is an invitation for theft! Make sure you have a
builder’s risk policy in place which normally covers losses to theft.
See Part 1 – 24 Liability quicksand to avoid. If theft is a problem
in your build area, make accommodations to provide security.
This may involve hiring a part-time security guard or even using a
trustworthy neighbor to keep an eye on your site.

Words of Wisdom!
Some simple rules and a bit of organization at the start of your
building project can save you lots of time, energy and money by
the completion of your project.

13 10-step formula for building a dry basement.
Let’s first look at why you should have a basement at all. Here
are some of the pros. Handy storage space, room to install
mechanical systems, easier to protect from wood-destroying
insects, water pipes less likely to freeze and most of all resale
value should you go on and finish it out. Cons would be you may
have significant costs involved if you hit rock and not being well
suited for exceptionally high water tables.
Great, want that basement! Now how do you guarantee that
you build a dry basement. I think everyone can agree that no
basement is preferable to a wet one!
Things to make sure you do to have a dry basement:
One. Make sure you use a good elastomeric waterproofing on all
walls and footing below ground. You can also add a weep board
that helps channel the water to your drain tile and out away from
the basement.
Two. Always install a four-inch perforated drain tile that empties
out away from the house if you have a walkout basement or into a
sump pump if you have a pit basement.
Three. Always install rock around the drain tile and make sure
you use a filter sock on the tile or a silt fabric over the pipe to
keep dirt from clogging your drain.
Four. Make sure that when you backfill you have a positive
drain on your exterior grade that sends water away from your
foundation walls.
Five. Install drains on all your downspouts that collect roof water
and make sure this is channeled away from your foundation walls.
Six. Put in an interior perforated drain tile under your basement
slab and run this to a sump pump that is electric but also has a
battery backup.

Seven. Make sure you put a 6mil vapor barrier on top of the
crushed stone and below the concrete floor.
Eight. Seal your concrete floor with a good concrete floor sealant.
Nine. If you have an exceptionally humid climate, install a good
dehumidifier in your basement.
Ten. Insulate your exterior walls so you do not have moisture
problems due to condensation.

Words of Wisdom!
If you follow these 10 steps, you will have a dry basement.

PART FIVE:
AFTER THE BUILD

1 What are my warranties ... what should they be?
A typical general contractor’s warranty is for a period of one year
after you move into your new home. The warranty’s maximum
term is typically broken up into one-, two-, or sometimes fiveyear terms, based on the type of work required. You’ll probably
get a one-year warranty for labor and materials, two years’
protection for mechanical defects (plumbing, electrical, heating,
air conditioning and ventilation systems), and maybe five years for
structural defects. You can also purchase extended warranties as
discussed in Part 5–2.
Most home builders issue their new owners a limited warranty
on their work, either within the sales contract or as a separate
document. If you received a warranty, read it over to determine
how long the coverage is for, who’s supposed to handle problems
(many builders use secondary insurance companies), and
what’s covered and excluded. Pay special attention to your own
responsibilities as you may have been given a detailed list of
maintenance obligations. Ignoring these may void some of your
warranty privileges.
Typical exclusions from a builder’s warranty can include damage
due to your own abuse or neglect, deterioration of construction
materials within expected limits, damages caused by “acts of god”,
damages you or your maintenance people caused and separate
equipment warranty coverage.
If you have experienced significant problems with your home
during the warranty period, you may want to get a qualified home
inspector to check things out before your warranty expires.
If you have a good relationship with your builder, ask them to
come by and check things out. I have worked with some of my
clients 10 years later (years after any warranties expired) to help
them with home concerns.

Words of Wisdom!
Read the fine print on your warranties and ask what your
builder covers. When calling the builder’s references, ask
about experiences with warranty issues.

2 Should I buy an extended warranty?
Some builders will offer an extended warranty anywhere from
10 to 30 years. These warranties are offered mostly through a
secondary insurance company that issues the policies and covers
any losses. Most of these warranties have lots of exceptions and
mainly cover potential structural concerns.
My recommendation for most people is to not purchase the
extended warranties. On saying that, if a potential structural
problem with your new home will keep you up at night, then by all
means purchase the insurance and sleep well.
The reason behind why I do not recommend these insurance
policies in general is that there are normally other safeguards in
place to protect you from future structural and other building
defects. Most building jurisdictions will require stamped
engineering drawings for the floors, walls and roof system. Most
building jurisdictions will also inspect the footings, foundations
and concrete floors.
The same jurisdictions will normally require that the home
be inspected BEFORE your builder covers the structure with
drywall. The building inspector will review how the structural load
is transferred from the roof down to the concrete footings and
foundations.
If you have a sound foundation and the proper engineering on the
basic home structure, then problems here are rare. If you do have
problems, you should have a supportive builder that will help you
as well as an engineer’s stamp that takes certain responsibility
for the design. Does this mean that 100% of your lifetime you
will never ever have a claim? No, I will not go that far, but like all
extended warranties the insurance companies limit their risk and
thus potential claims and damages paid.

Words of Wisdom!
First, hire a professional builder. If you do that, don’t buy an
extended home warranty unless you truly can’t sleep at night
without it. If you have a real concern, then you should buy it.

3 How do I get the contractors to come back?
If you select a quality builder and develop a positive relationship
with the subcontractors as the build progresses, it is normally a
simple telephone call to your builder or even to the subs directly
to get them back to address any issues of concern.
Most good subcontractors and vendors will have comprehensive
warranties on their products and their installation.They are
professionals that truly do not want any unsatisfied customers out
in the public.
Your other, and perhaps most powerful, “ace in the hole” is your
builder. Your builder should have long-term relationships with the
subs and suppliers that worked on your house such that he can
make sure they come back and do what is right.
Again as explained in Part 1 – 38 make sure your contractor and
subcontractor selection criteria include more than the cheapest
price.

Words of Wisdom!
I hate to use overused clichés, but “you get what you pay for!”

PART SIX:
CHECK IT OFF

1 First steps in planning your dream home!
Talk with your family and friends who have had homes built and
ask them about their choices of home styles, what they like and
don’t like about the home they had built, and what they would
have done differently.
Look through home and garden magazines for ideas. Clip photos
and drawings of features and ideas that appeal to you and start a
portfolio.
Browse home improvement stores for ideas about building
materials, appliances and other items for your house. Collect
samples, brochures and swatches for your file.
Keep a camera with you and take pictures of homes you like.
Add these to your portfolio.
Tour the homes of family and friends. Make sketches of floor
plans that you like and note special features or items. Ask your
friends how they selected these features and whether they would
do so again.
Visit open houses and home shows. Make notes of features and
treatments for your new home.
Measure the rooms in your home and others. Keep track of the
room sizes you prefer.
Visit home improvement websites, read home improvement books
and magazines and watch home improvement shows on television.
Visit UBuildIt.com and CMAbuilds.com for ideas.

2 Family lifestyle questionnaire
Focusing on your family’s lifestyle will help your builder or
designer identify the design priorities for your new home. Many
lifestyle issues can affect these priorities including hobbies,
work situations and preferred activities of your family. Thinking
through these questions will help your builder or designer
determine how your new home can promote the values and
lifestyle of your family.
Family Profile – List your family members, ages and relations.
Are there any other family members or friends not currently living
with you who will be staying with you regularly (college students,
in-laws, etc.)
List the rooms your family uses most.
List the rooms your family uses least.
Do you entertain regularly? How many guests? Is your
entertaining usually formal or informal?
Do you have frequent guests who require a guest room?
What current problems in space or flow should be changed in a
new home?
Are there family members with special needs or conditions that
require adapted spaces?
Are there potential conflicts in sharing bathrooms or other rooms?
Does anyone in your family have special privacy needs?
Are there family members who need a quiet space?
How will the space needs change as you grow older?
What spaces have you wished you had in your home?

What areas of the home are underutilized?
Will you need space for an RV and/or boat?
List other lifestyle issues that you would like the layout of your
new home to address.
Does anyone in your family work out of your home or bring work
home? Does your job require any special space or accommodation
in your home?
Do any of your family members have hobbies that may affect the
design of your home? What about areas of fitness activities?
Will you need outdoor structures for hobbies such as gardening,
auto maintenance or woodworking?

3 Gathering project information
In this section, you will begin to develop requirements for your
home including location, rooms, square footage, special features
and materials.
How far are you willing to commute to work?
Where would you like your children to attend school? What
specific school district?
Do you prefer an urban, suburban, small town or rural setting? If
rural, how close do you want to be to the nearest town?
What about special site preferences such as waterfront, lakefront,
mountain view or country location?
How much land do you want for your home site?
How far away from the road do you want your house?
How will you ensure your privacy and block noise … i.e., fence,
hedge, trees?
What special landscaping features would you like … i.e., gardens,
rockeries, ponds?
Will you need space for special outbuildings for work or hobbies?
How large a backyard do you want? Front yard?
Do you need a special play area for your children?
What basic home style are you interested in, such as two-story,
rambler, tri-level, three-story, walk out basement, split level or full
pit basement?

What architectural style do you want to see such as Victorian,
Georgian, Country Farmhouse, Tudor, Mediterranean, Craftsman,
Cape Cod, Colonial, French Provincial, Spanish Mission,
Contemporary, Southern Coastal, Saltbox, Italian Villa, Pueblo or
log home?
What exterior finishes for roofing do you want, such as cedar
shakes, tile, metal roof or asphalt shingles?
What siding do you want, such as wood, hardiplank (cement
siding), stucco, stone, vinyl siding, brick or a combination?
What features are you interested in for your windows, such as
wood, vinyl, metal, wood clad, fixed, casement, double hung, any
bays, arched windows, grids, low E, argon filled, or tempered
glass?
What special features and finishes do you want, such as fireplace,
vaulted ceilings, slate flooring, granite countertops, central
vacuum, video intercom, ceiling fans, auxiliary generator, wood
stove, custom moulding, mirrors, home automation, air cleaners,
in floor radiant heating, water filtration systems, home network,
security system, dehumidifier, solar energy or fire sprinklers?
What type of appliances do you want in your kitchen, such as
range, microwave oven, refrigerator, garbage disposal, standard
oven, grill, freezer, convection oven, dishwasher or trash
compactor?
The kitchen is the heart of the home and should reflect your
family’s priorities. What features do you want, such as an island,
ceramic tile, stainless steel, pantry, cultured marble, Corian,
granite, wine storage, marble or laminate?
For the master bedroom suite are you interested in walk-in
closets, entertainment center, attached master bath, fireplace,
coffered ceilings, built-in closet organizer, hardwood flooring,
attached powder room, special lighting, built-in shelves, vanity,
or French doors?

For the master bath, do you want custom ceramic tile, bathtub,
low-pressure toilet, glass block, Jacuzzi, sinks, walk-in shower,
vanity or multiple shower heads?
What exterior features do you want such as porches, sports
courts, swimming pool, lap pool, decks, rockeries or gardens?
Which rooms must be next to one another ... i.e., bedroom and
bathroom?
Which rooms should not be next to one another ... i.e., kitchen
and master bedroom?

4 Move-in checklist
You are now ready to move in your new home. Congratulations on
a job well done! Don’t forget ...
Send out the change of address cards to all your contacts.
Pack a box with items that you will need as soon as you get
to your new home i.e., cleaning supplies, toilet paper, critical
medicine, toiletries, pet food and supplies, etc.
Make sure you have contacted all the utilities before the move-in
day. Get your electric, telephone, TV and services turned on.
Call the insurance company and change your builder’s risk policy
into a homeowner’s policy.
Code your packing boxes to each area of the home where they
will end up.
Decide a month or so in advance on how you are going to
accomplish your move. A moving service or packing and moving
things on your own?
Make sure to keep receipts and detailed records on all of your
moving expenses so that you can use that as a deduction in the
next tax year.
Pack items that are not in use before you move so they can be set
aside and opened at a later date after the critical items have been
unpacked and stored away.
This is the last leg of a long process. Take some time to relax and
smell the roses!

5 Home construction resources
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation – www.achp.gov
American Arbitration Association – www.adr.org
American Bungalow Magazine – www.americanbunglow.com
American Concrete Institute – www.concrete.org
American Hardware Manufacturers Association – www.ahma.org
American Homeowners Association – www.ahahome.com
American Institute of Architects – www.aia.org
American Institute of Building Design – www.aibd.org
American Institute of Steel Construction – www.aisc.org
American Institute of Timber Construction – www.aitc-glulam.org
American Iron and Steel Institute – www.steel.org
American Lighting – www.americanlightingassoc.com
American National Standards Institure – www.ansi.org
American Nursery and Landscape Association – www.anla.org
American Society of Home Inspectors – www.ashi.com
American Society of Civil Engineers – www.asce.org
American Society of Consulting Arborists –
www.asca-consultants.org
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning
Engineers – www.ashrae.org

American Society of Interior Designers – www.asid.org
American Solar Energy Society – www.ases.org
American Subcontractors Association – www.asaonline.com
American Water Works Association – www.awwa.org
American Wind Energy Association – www.awea.org
American Wood Preservers Association – www.awpa.org
Architectural Woodwork Institute – www.awinet.org
Asphalt Institute – www.asphaltinstitute.org
Associated Builders and Contractors – www.abc.org
Associated General Contractors of America – www.agca.com
Associated Soil and Foundation Engineers – www.asfe.org
Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers – www.aham.org
Automated Builder Magazine – www.automatedbuilder.com
Back Woods Home – www.backwoodshome.com
Brick Institute of America – www.gobrick.com
Builder Architect – www.builderarchitect.com
Builder and Developer Magazine – www.bdmag.com
Builder Magazine – www.builderonline.com
Building Education Center – www.bldgeductr.org
Bob Vila – www.bobvila.com

Ceilings and Interior Systems Construction Associates –
www.cisa.org
Cellulose Insulation Manufacturers Association –
www.cellulose.org
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute – www.crsi.org
Construction – www.construction.com
Construction Specifications Institute – www.scinet.org
Contractors License Reference Site – www.contractorsl-icense.org
Contractor Magazine – www.contractormag.com
Coastal Living – www.coastallivingmag.com
Department of Housing and Urban Development – www.hud.gov
Design Build Institute of America – www.dbia.org
Design Works Home Planner – www.homeplanner.com
Door and Hardware Institute – www.dhi.com
Energy and Environmental Building Association – www.eeba.org
Environmental Design and Construction – www.edcmag.com
Environmental Protection Agency – www.epa.gov
Engineered Wood Association – www.apawood.org
Federal Housing Administration – www.hud.com
Federal National Mortgage Association – www.fanniemae.com

Fine Homebuilding – www.finehomebuilding.com
Fix It Club – www.fixitclub.com
Floor Covering Installation Contractors Association –
www.fcica.com
Fox Maple School of Traditional Building – www.foxmaple.com
Garlington Home Plans – www.garlingtonhouse.com
Gypsum Association – www.gypsum.org
Hardwood Council – www.hardwoodcouncil.com
Heartwood School For The Homebuilding Crafts –
www.heartwoodschool.com
Home and Design Magazine – www.homeanddesign.com
Home Builders Institute – www.hbi.org
Home Buyer Publications – www.homebuyerpubs.com
Home Plan Finder – www.homeplanfinder.com
House Beautiful Magazine – www.housebeautiful.com
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – www.ieee.org
Insulating Concrete Form Association – www.forms.org
International Window Film Association – www.ifwa.com
International Council of Building Officials – www.icbo.com
International Log Builders Association – www.logassociation.com

International Masonry Institute – www.imiweb.org
International Solar Energy Society – www.ises.org
Journal of Light Construction – www.jlconline.com
Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Associations – www.kcma.org
Log Home Council – www.loghomes.org
Log Home Design Ideas – www.lhdi.com
Manufactured Housing Today – www.mhtoday.com
Manufacturers Housing Institute – www.mfghome.org
Masonry Society – www.masonrysociety.org
Metal Construction News – www.moderntrade.com
National Air Duct Cleaners Association – www.nadca.com
National Association of Environmental Professionals –
www.naep.org
National Association of Home Inspectors – www.nahi.org
National Asphalt Pavement Assocation – www.hotmix.org
National Association of Homebuilders – www.nahb.com
National Assocation of Women in Construction – www.nawic.org
National Electrical Contractors Association – www.necanet.org
National Fire Protection – www.nfpa.org
National Hardwood Lumber Assocation – www.natlharwood.org

National Housing Institute – www.nhi.org
National Pest Control Association – www.pestworld.org
National Stone Association – www.aggregates.org
National Wood Flooring Institute – www.nwfa.org
National Ready Mix Association – www.nrmca.org
National Roofing Contractors Association – www.roofonline.org
National Rural Water Association – www.nrwa.org
National Tile Contractors Association – www.tile-assn.com
National Wood Window and Door Association – www.nwwda.org
Natural Spaces Domes – www.naturalspacesdomes.com
North American Insulation Manufacturers Association –
www.naimi.org
Occupational Safety and Health Administration – www.osha.gov
Portland Cement Association – www.concretehomes.com
Post Beam Homes – www.postbeam.com
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute – www.pci.org
Professional Builder – www.probuilder.com
Residential Architect – www.residentialarchitect.com
Residential Energy Services Network – www.resnet.us
RS Means Company – www.rsmeans.com

Shelter Institute – www.shelterinstitute.com
Small Business Administration – www.sba.gov
Southern Forest Products Association – www.sfpa.org
Southface Energy Institute – www.southface.org
Steel Door Institute – www.steeldoor.org
This Old House – www.thisoldhouse.com
Timber Frame Guild – www.tfguild.org
Traditional Buildings Magazine – www.traditional-building.com
Underwriters Laboratories – www.ul.com
Window and Door Association – www.wdma.com
Yestermorrow Design Build School – www.yestermorrow.org

6 Typical plan requirements
These are the typical requirements for a quality set of plans for
construction and permit purposes. If you have a set of stock plans
or plans drawn by another designer or architect, your builder
should thoroughly review.
A. General Requirements
The plans submitted must include the following:
- All plans are drawn to an established and identiﬁable scale
- Drawings are appropriately dimensioned
- Appropriate title blocks, scale indications, north arrow,
legends, etc. are included
B. Site Plan
A site plan is normally provided by the engineer that does the
site layout for your house. Some building departments may only
require a hand drawing typically denoting the following:
- Property lines and dimensions, street location and name, north
arrow
- Setbacks and easements
- Footprint of house and accessory buildings
- Location of walks, driveways, steps, decks, terraces, retaining
walls and any other hardscape items
- Utility connections, sewer lines or septic system
C. Floor Plans
The ﬂoor plan must show the following:
- Full dimensions as required for layout and construction
- Room labels
- Attached structures (garages, carports, porches, decks,
balconies, etc.)
- Location, size and type of all doors, windows and skylights;
sizes may be listed on schedules with appropriate key to plan
- Location and type of ﬁreplaces
- Location of plumbing ﬁxtures and appliances
- Location of all cabinets, countertops, and other built-in
furnishings
- Location of all stairs, hidden ladders, etc., used for access to
other levels

-General notes as required to adequately describe the conditions
shown
D. Cross Sections and Details
The cross sections and details must show the following:
- At least one complete cross section through the building
- All foundation and footing conditions with adequate dimensions
- All ﬂoor framing connections to foundations and walls
- All ceiling and roof framing connections to walls and beams;
slope of vaulted areas
- Any critical or unusual connections or combinations of materials
- Stair riser diagram
- Elevations of built-in cabinets or custom finish features
E. Exterior Elevations
- Complete elevations representing all sides of the building
- Grade lines and ﬁnish ﬂoor lines
- Door and window locations
- Finish and trim materials with adequate notes
- Roof pitches, crickets, overhangs, eaves, rakes, etc., and rooﬁng
materials (for exposed roofs)
- Foundation and roof vents where visible
- Gutters and downspouts if applicable
F. Foundation Plans
- Location and size of footings, stem walls, piers, grade beams, etc.
including footings and piers for independent structures such as
carports and decks
- Location and size of anchor bolts and holds or tie downs
(graphically shown or noted)
- Location, thickness and reinforcement of concrete slabs
- Location of foundation vents, access holes, doors, etc
- Location, size and reinforcement for poured concrete or block
foundation walls
- Location of variances in elevation for ﬂoor slabs

G. Framing Plans
The framing plans are shown in two different areas. First, general
framing notes will be included in the cross section of the house
and many times other details will be noted on multiple sheets in
the plan package. Many times, you can get your lumber supplier
to provide floor and roofing drawings approved and stamped by
their engineer. The following information must be shown:
- Size, direction and spacing of ﬂoor and ceiling joists
- Size, direction and spacing of rafters or trusses
- Size, direction and location of all beams, girders and headers,
including support posts
- Roof plan with location of hips, valleys, ridges, cants, crickets,
etc.
- Fascia and sofﬁt detail
H. Electrical, Plumbing & HVAC Plans
Some building codes do not require mechanical plans for
residential construction. You will need to check your local
requirements. Many times you can get an electrical, plumbing
or HVAC drawing from your subcontractor at no cost (providing
they are doing your project). The following information is typically
shown:
- Location of all electrical outlets, with GFCI outlets labeled
- Location of all light ﬁxtures and switches
- Any motorized equipment, fans, vents, etc.
- Location of service entrance and panels
- Location of telephone, televisions, and other special purpose
outlets
- All thermostat locations
- Heating and cooling equipment location
- Water heating systems location
- Gas and water service entrance and/or meter location if known

7

Important construction terminology

Common construction terminology that will help you understand
the building process from design to completion. It is really helpful
when you can speak the same language as your builder.
Adjustable Rate Mortgage – A mortgage that does not have the
interest rate locked in over the total duration of the mortgage.
Amortization Schedule – A schedule breaking down the principal
and interest that is paid each month.
Anchor Bolt – A fastener that secures the mudsill plate to the
foundation.
Appraisal – A report that determines the probable market value of
a specific property based on local comparable properties.
Appreciation – The increase in value of a specific property or
investment.
Apron – A piece of trim under a window. Typically window stool
and apron make-up under the unit and the vertical casing comes
down to it.
Backerboard – Masonry product used behind or under ceramic
tile.
Backfill – The placement of dirt against the foundation to
determine a specific grade.
Base – The bottom portion of a column or the trim piece at the
bottom of a wall.
Base Cabinet – Bottom section of the cabinet that sits on the
floor.
Base Coat – The first application of paint on a wall.

Base Molding – Material used to trim the bottom portion of a
wall.
Base Rock – A larger rock, usually #2 or #4, used to form and
stabilize the driveway or parking area. This is obtained from your
local rock quarry.
Beam – A structural member, either wood or steel, used to
support a calculated load.
Builder’s Risk Insurance – Insurance that protects the owner’s
property from catastrophic risks such as fire, tornado and theft.
Cantilever – A projection of a floor extending from a wall with a
calculated span.
Casement – A window that operates with hinges and a crank.
Cash Reserve – The cash that a buyer has readily available after
paying closing costs.
Casing – Material of many different shapes and sizes used to trim
around window or door openings.
Catwalk – A service walkway in an unfinished attic area to access
equipment. Usually plywood or a plank of wood.
Certificate of Occupancy (CO) – The written notification from a
governing authority that gives an individual the right to move into
their property after the construction is complete.
Chairs – Plastic or metal supports used to elevate the rebar above
the soil to allow proper coverage of concrete. They are of various
sizes and lengths.
Closing – The meeting in which all the paperwork is executed and
the transfer of the property occurs.

Closing Costs – Various costs that are incurred in order to
facilitate the transfer of a piece of property.
Columns – Decorative, structural or both. A vertical member
either circular or square.
Commitment Letter – A typical letter in which a bank or
mortgage company commits to lend you money, sometimes based
on certain stipulations.
Contingency – In general, a condition to an agreement. In a
building loan, typically a contingency is a small reserve of money
to be used for unexpected expenses during the build.
CMU (Concrete Masonry Unit) – A precast concrete unit either
light weight or solid and available in various sizes. It is commonly
referred to as a concrete block.
Concrete PSI – Concrete tested will crust at a certain PSI. This is
a determinant of concrete’s strength.
Continuous Vent – Typically plastic or metal that runs the length
of the ridge. This vent is normally used as a substitute for normal
roof vents.
Cornice – Any outside finish trim work.
Cricket – A built-up area of roof to divert area away from a
certain area.
Cripple – The framing support underneath a window.
Debt to Income Ratio – The ratio of what you owe to what you
make. Typically used by banks or mortgage lenders to pre-qualify
buyers seeking to borrow money.
Demo – Taking apart something, usually in a remodel or
teardown.

Dormer – A structure projecting from another roof to form a
walkable area and an opening, window or door.
Dried In – The process in which the house is closed in and
protected from the weather with felt paper on roof and wall
windows and door installed.
Drip Edge – A metal flashing material used for preventing rain
water from penetrating the top edge of the fascia board.
Ducts – Metal or flex piping that allows hot or cold air to travel
through to the heated and cooled areas of a home.
Earnest Money – Money paid by the buyer to secure certain
considerations from a seller.
Easement – The right of use over a property of another.
Eaves – The portion of the roof that extends beyond the exterior
walls.
Elevations – The front, rear, right and left pictures drawn to show
what the home will look like and any details needed to build. The
grade lines of a property showing various heights.
Equity – The difference between what you can sell the property
for and what you owe on the property.
Fascia – A vinyl or wood trim material used to cover the ends of
the rafters. The gutters are fastened to the fascia board.
Felt – An asphalt roll paper covering the sheathing and under
shingles. Used to protect a roof or wall from moisture.
Finger Joint – Small pieces of material manufactured to form
running board foot of lumber. Used mostly related to trim and
base.

Finished Grade – The final level of dirt around the structure at the
completion of a project.
Fire Stop – Solid blocking of an area in which it would be possible
for fire or smoke to travel through.
Fixed Rate Mortgage – A mortgage that guarantees a specific rate
for the total term of the loan.
Flashing – Galvanized sheet metal or copper or comparable
materials used to seal off a wall, roof or other connecting areas,
typically vertical walls. Normally where roofing material meets a
vertical surface.
Flatwork – A concrete pour that forms a level surface. Typically
the garage and basement floors as well as patios and sitewalks.
Flood Insurance – Insurance that protects you in the event of a
flood.
Flue – A space in which exhaust from a fireplace or furnace travels
to exit the home with an upward draft.
Footing – The bottom of the foundation that is poured first before
the walls are put in place.
Footing Drain – A drain that is placed around the perimeter of the
foundation. It is placed and covered with gravel. The purpose is
to collect excess water or underground water and channel it to a
proper discharge pipe or area.
Furring – To apply wood to a wall that is already in place and
needs to be thicker or that needs wood in order to attach drywall.
Gable – Typically the ends of a building on a peaked house.

General Liability Insurance – Insurance that protects you from
liability during the build, excluding builder’s risk and workers’
compensation claims.
Girder – A specified support structure that carries concentrated
loads.
Grade – The existing or proposed contours of the property. The
level of dirt around your property.
Gypsum Board – Another word used for drywall.
Hanger – A metal device that supports joists or beams that
intersect each other or tie into a foundation wall.
Header – A horizontal support beam used to span from stud to
stud, such as over a window or door opening.
Hip Roof – Two roofs coming together at an outside corner that
slope upward to the center.
Hold Down Bolts – Typically used for lateral shear connecting the
main structure of the home to the foundation.
Hurricane Clips – Metal clips that hold the trusses to the top
plates.
I-Beam – Could be either wood or steel. Special floor joists are
manufactured to span greater lengths and allow for a stronger,
quieter floor.
Insulation Board – A rigid insulation product usually
manufactured in 4x8 sheets. Often used under slabs or against
foundation walls as a thermal break and to protect the foundation
waterproofing system.
Jamb – Inside portion of a window, door or cased opening.

Joist – Wood or steel material needed to form a floor or ceiling.
Key Way – A groove placed in the top of a foundation footing
where the stem wall is poured in the groove. This joint makes
the bond stronger and will seal footings and walls which will help
reduce the water seepage from the exterior to the interior if there
is a slab.
Kickers – Boards used to support foundation work. Typically
placed at a 45 degree angle from form sides.
Knee Wall – A specified wall on top of another wall or ceiling joist
to allow the roof rafters to stop at a certain point. Used to lift the
roof up off the windows or other details.
Landing – A platform that separates the turn in a stairway or at
the top of stairs.
Lien – A legal encumbrance on a piece of property that must be
settled before the property can be transfereed.
Live Loads – Additional weight to a structure such as people,
furniture, etc. that are figured in pounds per square foot.
Loan-To-Value Ratio (LTV) – The difference between what a
property is mortgaged for and the actual value of the property.
Lock-in Rate – When a lender offers a guaranteed rate for a
specific period.
Monolithic Pour – Sometimes referred to as a mono slab. Many
homes are built on a concrete slab with thickened edges which act
as a foundation, footing, and floor surface all in one.
Mortgage Brokers – Companies that represent a number of banks
or mortgage lenders and offer loans to the public for a fee.
Mortgagee – The person or company that lends you their money.

Mortgagor – The person or company that borrows the money.
Mud – Slang word for ready-mix concrete.
Mud Bed – A built-up floor with cement to install tile, stone or
marble.
Mud Sill or Sill Plate – The plate that rests on concrete or
masonry. A treated piece of wood that able to withstand
moisture from masonry or concrete. This place is anchored to the
foundation with anchor bolts.
Newel – A part of the staircase or balcony rail which the handrail
connects. Known as a Newel Post.
Nosing – The edge of a step or landing that projects out over the
vertical riser.
On Center (OC) – A term used when building a structure to
indicate equal spacing in which to attach certain framing members
studs, joists or rafter.
Origination Fee – One of the fees a lender typically pays a bank or
mortgage lender. Synonymous with “points” in many cases.
OSB (Oriented Strand Board) – Sheets of plywood like material
made up of small strands of wood.
Particle Board – Similar to OSB. Sheets of plywood-like material
made of small particles of wood. Used typically on the interior.
Piling – Either a timber driven into the ground for structural
support or a pre-cast concrete pier that is used when bearing soil
is not available.
Plate – A framing member located at the top of a framed wall
which is known as a top plate. Or on the bottom typically known
as a bottom or sill plate.

Plot Plan – The engineering survey that typically locates the
new home on the property including boundaries, site utilities,
easements, etc.
Plumb – A vertical line that is perfectly straight.
Plywood – Sheets of material made of several layers of wood.
Used for subflooring, sheathing, etc.
Points – One point is one percent of the loan and is typically a fee
that can be charged at closing for a mortgage.
Post Tension Slabs – Reinforced slabs or foundations that have
steel tendons or cables that are placed in concrete. After about
seven days the cables are stretched creating structural tension in
the concrete.
Prefab Fireplace – A fireplace unit built of lightweight material
that is either vented with a flue or non-vented.
Pre-payment Penalty – The costs a borrower will incur if they pay
off their loan before the stipulated term.
Prequalification – The process that a bank or mortgage lender
goes though to determine if a prospective client can borrow from
them.
Principal – The total amount that is borrowed or owed on a
mortgage or note.
Punch List – Finishing small miscellaneous items such as minor
drywall repair, painting, trim, etc.
Purlin – A horizontal or slightly angled structural piece of wood
that is typically used to hold up the mid-span of a roof for support
and to prevent bowing.

Quoin – Detail to an exterior outside brick corner that extends
approximately five courses and one inch from the main brick wall.
Radon – A colorless, odorless radioactive gas that is found in
minute amounts in soil, rocks and the air near the ground.
Rafter – A framing member that typically connects the top of the
wall to a ridge or hip forming a sloped roof structure. Rafters can
be known as “common rafters” “valley rafters” or “jack rafters”.
R-Value – The insulation value of an insulation product. Floor,
wall or ceiling insulation. The R stands for “resistance” in terms of
its ability to resist the passage of cold or hot air.
Rake – An extension of a gable rafter outward from the exterior
wall to attach a fascia board.
Rebar – Steel rods of various sizes and lengths used as reinforcing
in concrete.
Refinancing – Paying off an existing loan on a specific asset and
taking on a new loan.
Ridge – A board that allows rafters to intersect for support.
Normally one size larger than rafters (2x6 rafter/2x8 ridge).
Riser – The vertical surface between two steps in a stairway.
Roof Jack – A bracket that attaches under the shingle and
supports a walk board for moving about the roof.
Sash – Section of framed glass that is attached within a frame and
forms a window both fixed and operating.
Sepia – A type of drawing paper on which modifications can be
made. A paper that is see through to allow the viewing of upper
and lower floor plans by stacking one on top of another.

Setback – Lines that are a certain distance from the property lines
and designed by a zoning department or homeowners’ association
that denotes where the home can be built.
Settlement Costs – The specific costs that the buyer and seller are
responsible for before the property closes.
Sheathing – A plywood or OSB that covers the roof rafters or
exterior walls.
Shooting The Grades – Using a builder’s level or “transit” and
establishing the grades on your site. This could be establishing the
existing grades and determining the future finished grades around
your site.
Silt Fence – A material that controls the runoff of earth into the
streets, adjoining lots and lakes.
Slab – A concrete pour that forms a level surface. Typically the
garage and basement floors as well as patios and sitewalks.
Snap Tie – The small metal cleats that extend from the newly
poured concrete wall. Using a hammer, these can be broken off by
bending one way and then the other.
Soffit – A boxed-in area in an eave, an enclosure for mechanicals
so that they can be drywalled around.
Sonotube – A round cardboard cylinder of various diameters used
as a concrete form for a pier or pillar.
Step Down – A step in the excavation that usually means a
corresponding step in the footing and possibly the foundation.
Stem Wall – The foundation wall that sits on top of the footing.
Framing starts at the top of the stem wall.

Stirrups – Reinforcement shaped steel used to hold multiple
pieces of rebar in a given shape.
Subfloor – Sheets or boards laid on top of the floor joists to form
a floor on which a final product can be laid.
Survey – The written engineering drawing of property boundaries,
covenants and restrictions.
Take-off – A listing of materials that will be needed for a particular
phase of construction.
Thermal Break – Styrofoam or other kind of foam that separates
the outside concrete from the inside slab. This is used to prevent
cold from being transmitted through the outside walls into the
interior.
Title – The legal term for a bundle of rights in a piece of property
which a party may own.
Title Insurance – A form of indemnity insurance which insures
against financial loss from defects in title to real property and
from the invalidity or unenforceability of mortgage liens.
Title Search – A process that is performed to determine if
the seller has a saleable interest in the property, any existing
covenants or easements and if any liens exist on the property.
Transfer Tax – The tax that is due when a loan closes.
Transom – A separate piece of glass that is attached to the top of a
window or door.
Tread – The horizontal piece of a stair on which you step.
Tyvek – A trade name for an exterior house wrap designed to
control air infiltration.

Underlayment – A product used to separate a finish material
from the sub-base material. Could be used to bring different floor
heights together. Typically a layer of plywood under vinyl or a
layer of Durarock under floor tiles.
Underwriting – The process in which a lender reviews a potential
borrower’s loan application.
Vibrator – A device that is placed into concrete when it is poured.
It vibrates to remove air pockets and to make good joints between
subsequent layers of concrete as it is poured into the forms.
Vinyl Clad – A process of wrapping a wood window or door with a
vinyl coating.
Visqueen – A thin plastic sheeting that is used typically as a vapor
barrier either in a crawl space or under a floor.
Web – The vertical portion of an I Beam.
Weep Holes – Areas provided in brick walls to allow for moisture
to escape. Typically the lowest course of brick about four foot on
center.
Wetlands – A general term used to describe areas which are
neither fully terrestrial nor fully aquatic.
Workers’ Compensation Insurance – Insurance that covers
workers’ accident claims on injuries during the build.
Zero Clearance Fireplace – This refers to a fireplace, usually a
prefabricated metal fire insert, which requires reduced space
between it and the combustible surfaces. Normally uses a metal
flue.
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